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ABSTRACT

                          SPECTROSCOPIC STUDY OF TURBULENT HEATING

IN THE HIGH BETA TOKAMAK- TORUS II

George E. Georgiou

                       Visible spectroscopy, involving line profile and line

intensity measurements, was used to study the turbulent

heating of the rectangular cross-section high-beta tokamak

Torus II.  The spectroscopy was done in the visible wave-

length region using a six channel polychrometer having
0

0.2 A resolution, which is capable of radial scans of the

plasma. The plasma, obtained by ionizing helium, is heated

by poloidal skin currents, induced by a rapid (TR % 1.7

psec) change of the toroidal magnetic field either parallel

or anti-parallel to the initial toroidal bias magnetic

field, which converts a cold toroidal Z-pinch plasma into

a hot tokamak plasma. In anti-parallel operation, line

4                broadening of Helium II 4686 A and impurity lines (silicon
0

and oxygen from the glass vacuum vessel walls) indicates
ru<

that strong turbulence (E # 30 kV/cm microscopic plasma
10

wave electric field at frequency w< wpi %3 x 1 0 rad/sec

for 25 GW anti-parallel heating power), possibly of ion-

acoustic origin, develops during the heating phase.  The
0

turbulent E-fields maximize in the region of maximum in-

duced poloidal skin current (a BBT/BR). The resulting high-

Q
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4.       1 5       -3
beta tokamak plasma, with <B>v 2 10% and n f10  cm  , hase

an initially peaked radial ion temperature profile (Ti 2

180 eV at the plasma center for 25 GW anti-parallel heating

r
power).  Within 8 10 usec, the He II-determined ion tempera-

ture becomes nearly spatially flat (Ti %  75 eV)  and then de-
'U

creases slowly in time. T. and E scale roughly as the1

anti-parallel bias heating power.  However, the frequency of
ru

the turbulence increases at lower (4 12 GW) anti-parallel

heating power. In parallel bias field operation, the in-

duced skin current is lower by roughly a factor of 5 and

measureable turbulence does not develop.  The He II-deter-

mined ion temperature at 25 GW parallel heating power is

comparable to that at 12 GW anti-parallel operation. The

measured line profiles also indicate a macroscopic poloidal

circulation of the plasma ions, which is charge and mass

independent, and is possibly due to an E  x BT drift.  Ther

macroscopic radial electric field E  2 100 V/cm isr
strongest at the·plasma edges corresponding to a poloidal

4

rotation which vanishes at the plasma center. Electron

temperature was determined from impurity ionization rate,

line-to-continuum, and X-ray flux measurements and was

found to be the same as Ti during the high beta equilibrium

phase (after heating is completed).  The impurity ioniza-
.U

tion rates also indicate 4 1% silicon and % 2% oxygen im-

purity concentration; impurity line radiation accounts for

most of the observed plasma cooling on a 15 psec time scale.

Details of turbulent heating derived from the analysis of

ii



ion line profiles are found to be consistent with theories

               describing heating from ion acoustic
turbulence. The spec-

troscopically observed turbulence level can be used to

estimate that the plasma electrical resistivity due to

turbulence should be %  100 times the classical Spitzer

value; this is consistent with experimental values obtained

with magnetic field probes. The level of ion-acoustic tur-

bulence can be used to predict theoretically an ion heating

rate which agrees with experiment.

-
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I.  INTRODUCTION

1,2,3
1                  In recent years, tokamak devices have made con-

siderable progress in the areas of plasma heating and

stability to become one of the major programs for develop-  .,

ing fusion power reactors.  One major difficulty in their

exploitation as fusion power generators is their low beta.

The plasma beta is defined as the ratio of the plasma

energy ( n kTi + nekTe)   to the magnetic field energy (82/8 )
in the same plasma volume, and is a measure of the capa-

bility of a given magnetic configuration to contain plasma.

Because of the equilibrium magnetohydrodynamic condition

of pressure balance, most magnetic configurations have
<B 4 1.  FurtherMore, B is important for the reason that

fusion power output in a magnetically confined system is
4proportional to the square of beta. Contemporary tokamaks

13 -3
have     B    2    1%      C  ne    2    1 0            cm        ,     T        1'    1    kev,    B    %    2 5    k    Gauss):e 'u

i.e., the energy Used in confinement is 100 times the

' plasma energy.                                               :

For a circular cross-section tokamak configuration,

the plasma volume averaged B can be written as 5
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0                              I   1  A
<B>V= -2  7TR-2. BP

Aj40 go     0

0             where I is the toroidal plasma current, A is the poloidal

cross-section area, i is the current density on the mag-
;00

netic axis (minimum magnetic field), q  is the safety fac-

tor on the.magnetic axis, R  is the major radius of the

magnetic axis and the poloidal beta Bp E 8A<P>/B  and p is

          the plasma pressure. The safety factor q is a measure of

magnetic rotational transform:  i.e., q = rBT/RB , where

r is the minor radius, BT is the toroidal magnetic field

and B  is the poloidal magnetic field.
P

Typically, there are two equilibrium models for the

solution of the magnetohydrodynamic equations in tokamak

geometry. These correspond to low beta conventional

0            tokamak and high beta tokamak expansions. In the conven-

tional tokamak expansion, the plasma does not affect the

vacuum toroidal magnetic field, Bp/BT % e, B  R 1 and
2 a8% 8, where E i d the inverse aspect ratio, E= - - and

R  '
0

a is the plasma radius. This is .similar to a Z-pinch in

which the poloidal magnetic field confines the plasma

and the toroidal magnetic field is used for stability.

The high beta tokamak expansion uses a jump in the toroidal 1

magnetic field across plasma surface  %  E,  Bp /BT  %  6,
0 1

B    8  E-    and  B  2  E.     This
is typical  of a 0-pinch in which

the toroidal magnetic field provides both plasma confine-.

1
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ment and.stability. The small poloidal magnetic field

(B <BT) in the high beta tokamak expansion is provided to

lessen the toroidaI plasma drift to the machine wall.

Stability of the plasma equilibrium against a given

type of instability places restrictions on each of four

parameters in <B>v·5 Typically, instabilities can be

Il            classified by mode numbers.  Perturbations of the type

exp[i(n¢ + me)] are considered where n is the toroidal

mode number,  i.e., the number of periods a disturbance

has in going once around the toroidal direction 0 + [0,2A],

and m is the poloidal mode  number, i.e., the number of

periods a disturbance has in the poloidal cross-section

e + [0,2AI. The mode numbers, n and m, are restricted to'

integer values because of periodicity constraints on the

toroidal and poloidal angles $ and e. Stability of the

0            plasma can be considered by calculating the change in

potential energy of the plasma-magnetic field system, 6W,

produced by a given perturbation. The plasma is stable

against this perturbation if 6W < 0.

Stability of kink modes (m = 1 distortions of the

plasma) requires dj /dr < 0 and q > m/n or a region of
$

zero current of thickness 6 2 8- at the surface of the2m

plasma (r = a). Stability of internal ideal modes requires...

q > 1 everywhere within the plasma. Thus, ideal low mode

number instabilities can be stabilized and low beta

tokamaks operate with parabolic current density profiles

with go 2 1 and qa(q at the plasma edge) 2 4.
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                   One method to increase B is to elongate the cross-

section, i.e., use the third factor in <B>v, A/*R02, and
increase the poloidal cross-section area, A, by making

              the plasma non-circular. Ideally, the gain in B of the

elongated cross-section over the circular cross-section

is simply the ratio of the two areas. However, plasma
6         ' stability restricts the stable (critical) B. Very elon-

gated cross-sections are unstable to axisymmetric modes

6 = 0 corresponding to vertical shift perturbations of

I             the plasma).  Elongation also increases the stability re-

quirement from q>1 for circular cross-sections to

q > 2/(2-B).  As a result, for a doublet cross-section,

e             the critical B is a factor of %2 higher than the circular

cross-section for an optimized height to width ratio % 4

and aspect ratio (R /a) 2 3.  For elliptic cross-sections,

the optimized shape has a major to minor radius ratio 2 2.,

aspect ratio % 3  and  a gain  in  B  of a factor  of 2 above  the

circular cross-section. Typically, maximum stable B is

0            2 10%. In the higher B cases, the mode structure of unstable

MHD waves is a combination of kink modes and "ballooning

modes."

"Ballooning modes" characteristically appear at the

outer region (larger major radius) of the plasma where

magnetic field curvature is unfavorable, i.e., bowed out-

ward.  As B increases, the increased potential energy of

the plasma causes a bending of the magnetic field lines.

Ballooning modes become stable when the energy increase of
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the plasma is less than the energy increase of the bending

field lines,5 i.e.:

rda < r      2·,R   2C-(-) Cit i/                     6 dr R   i

where £ is the length over which the magnetic field lines

0                       ' belid. Consequently, stability is a function of shear

(dq/dr) and pressure gradient (dP/dr).

'              Since the tokamak configuration can be stabilized

with regards 20 low beta instabilities, it is believed

that the stable beta limit of a tokamak will be determined

by instabilities of "ballooning mode" nature. Recent the-

0           oretical calculations ' have predicted the existence of
8.9

an MHD stable high beta parameter zone. These calculations

were mostly for an ideal non-resistive model plasma. Even

though the behavior of resistive modes at high beta, col-

lisional and finite Larmour radius effects on ideal and

resistive modes, and elongation effects are uncertain,

these predictiond give encouragement to further theoretical

and experimental study of high beta configurations.

High beta plasmas have been formed in pulsed experi-

63ments. In the Garching Belt Pinch IIa,   elongated cross-

section plasmas.with B between 10% and 80% (T 2 100 eV,

q # 3.5) have been contained for 4 45 MHD instabilityag
64

growth times. The toroidal screw pinch SPICA at Jut-

phass was able to maintain peak B % 20%.  (T 2 60 ev,
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n 2  5  x  10 5  cm-3)  for 2  100 w sec  (2  40 MHD instability

growth timas). The existence of force-free currents

(j x B=O F current parallel to magnetic field) in the

dilute plasma edges was observed and may have been respon-
7

sible in part for the high beta stability. Torus II has

observed gross stability for % 35 Fsec (2 30 MHD instabil-

I            ity growth times) with peak B 2 30% and plasma, volume ave-

rage <B>v % 10%.  The Torus II plasma resembles somewhat
65the TEE expetiment at Julich and the STP experiment at  x

66
0 Nagoya in  espect to the use of rapid heating by a pulsed-

power system: However, these devices have circular cross-

section, lowdr density and positive toroidal bias fields.

In the Columbia University Torus II machine, a cool

toroidal Z-pinch* plasma is transformed into a hot, high

beta tokamak Aagnetic configuration and heated within a

few microsecodds by the application of a strong (2 1 kV/cm),

fast rise time (TR = 1.7 usec) poloidal electric field

arising from a rapid change in the applied toroidal mag-

0             netic field. The rapid change in the toroidal magnetic

field drives dissipative skin currents in the plasma,

thereby heating the plasma.  The Torus II. machine is de-

scribed in further detail in the first section of Chapter

II of this thesis.

In devising a heating scheme for preparing the high  -

*  The toroidal Z-pinch is characterized by Bp   BT, qo < 1

and is unstable to kink modes.

3..
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beta tokadak Torus II, we considered several possible modes

of heating. One possible heating method for a pulsed ex-

periment ia fast compression,.typical of 8-pinches, result-

ing in a B 2 1.  However, B drops quickly on a microsecond

10time scale because. of the anomalous transport of the over-

compressed state. Another possible heating scheme is Joule

1              heating: i.e., the resistive dissipation of an induced

plasma currdnt. With classical resistivity, the heating

rate is of millisecond time scale and is too slow to over-

come radiative power losses from the plasma in a pulsq

experiment; Accordingly, classical ohmic heating restricts

operation to Bp £ 1.  With the induction of anomalous

resistivity 2 100 times classical, classical Joule heating

is enhanced.and the heating rate becomes of microsecond

time scale.  By applying a strong transverse electric field,,
11      2

the electrical resistivity increases as E where
e

4< £ <2. The applied electric field induces a skin cur-

rent transverse to the toroidal magnetic.field. In this

skin region, thd current density, j, may be sufficient to

give the electrons a drift velocity Vd = j/ne greater than ,

the local ion sound speed, Cs.  When Vd > Cs, microturbu-
12:13lence develops and results in an enhanced electrical

13,14 15
resistivity and heating.

The use of turbulent heating is a relatively well

16,17,18explored subject and its application to Torus II
19

has been numerically studied,   yielding encouraging re-

Sults. It is of particular value since it provides a way
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.,

               to alter the magnetic geometry and increase the plasma

energy density in a time scale short compared to typical

MHD instability,growth times. Since the instabilities

driven by the turbulence are microinstabilities, the plas-

ma can be confined,in a suitable magnetic trap, in our

case the tokamak configuration of Torus II.

                     Turbulence manifests itself in a spectrum of driven

plasma waves and their associated large amplitude plasma

wave electric fidkds. These turbulent fields are observed

in this thesis through the measurement of ionic line pro-
0

files of Helium II 4686 A and plasma impurities.  These

line profiles are presented and discussed in Chapter IV

for various operating modes of Torus II.  After analysis

of these line profiles, turbulent electric fields < 30 kV/cm

are typical during rapid heating. The analysis of these

4              line profiles makes use of previously developed theories

of plasma wave electric field effects on radiating hydrogen-

like ions and parallels previous experimental
20,21,22

work. '

The ion-plasma wave interaction effects on
16.23,24

radiated line profiles will be discussed in Chapter III.

(Mathematical derivations of these theories will not be

              included in this thesis for the reason that these deriva-

tions are available in the referenced literature.

and no modification of these theories was made to allow

for the interpretation of the line profiles observed in

i

the Torus II experiment.) Recent experiments involving

the induction of turbulence, and using line profile mea-
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surements 'as a diagnostic---mostly using the plasmas of a

linear 0-pinch or an electromagnetic shock wave apparatus---

will be briefly discussed in Chapter III.

After the turbulence decays and the high beta tokamak

plasma is formed, the radiated line profiles are determined

by Doppler broadening and the plasma ion temperature can

be obtained: These ion temperature results will be pre-

sented in Chapter IV, again for the various operating modes

of Torus II. Typically, the central plasma ion temperature

I.

was    0    1 0 0 eV: Impurity line profiles are also presented

in Chapter IV for comparison with the helium profile

determined ion temperature.

During the high beta tokamak phase, the ions and

1

electrons .shduld have equilibrated in temperature since

the ion-electron equilibration time 2 5 usec for Torus II. 25

1 Therefore, to provide a comparison   for  the ion temperature  -

;

determined from ion line profiles, the electron tempera-

1 ture was estimited spectroscopically by several methods:

26,27
impurity ionization rates, line to continuum inten-

28,29 30
sity ratios, and soft X-ray flux. The results of

these electron temperature measurements are presented and

discussed in ChaDter V. (A brief discussion of the physics

involved in the theory of the measurement is also given.k

Mathematical derivations are again omitted since they are

adequately discussed in the literature cited.)  Approxi-

mately equal ion and electron temperatures also give con-

fidence in the Doppler broadening measurements.
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In the final chapter, Chapter VI, the spectroscopic

observation of turbulent fields is related to the spectros-

copic determinations of temperature:  i.e., we discuss

the turbulent heating mechanisms involved in the Torus II

experiment. The enhanced electrical resistivity is related

to the level of turbulence (the ratio of the plasma wave

electric field energy to the plasma particle energy) through

the increase in the effective particle collision frequency

14
produced by the plasma wave-particle interactions. The w

turbulence level is 2 100 times above thermal level and is

responsible for heating ions by ion scattering from plasma
15waves. Since the Z-pinch plasma, discussed in the appen-

dix, is observed to consist mainly of excited neutral helium

atoms, asubstantial fraction of the turbulent heating

energy given to the plasma during the heating phase goes

into fully ionizing it (ionization potehtial 2 50 eV for

helium). The cooling of the plasma is discussed in terms

of impurity line radiation from the concentrations ob-

served in the impurity ionization rate measurement of the

electron temperature.

The spectroscopy experiment performed on Torus II

and discussed in this thesis was done with a six channel

polychrometer capable of radial scans of the plasma.  The p

polychrometer arrangement was versatile enough to view
0

2 2 A with 2.0.2 A resolution used to obtain the line pro-

file presented in Chapter IV while being easily converted
0                     0             0

to cover a range of 2 1000 A with 0 10 A resolution used
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for the various electron temperature and impurity studies.

The spectroscopy apparatus will be discussed in greater

detail in the second section of Chapter II.

Spectroscopy is a relatively uncomplicated method of

diagnosing a plasma. Spectroscopic. data, if analyzed with

care, can result in measurements (with typical large errors

due to weak theoretical dependence on plasma parameters) which

are as valid as other plasma diagnostic measurements:

5          e.g., Thomson and CO2 laser scattering.  Spectroscopy has

the advantage that the measurement does not require as

critically an aligned appparatus as is typical of the light,

scattering diagnostics used to measure temperature, den-

sity and fluctuations. Light scattering experiments de-

tect signals which are somewhat smaller than those ob-

served in spectroscopy, thus making large signal to noise

ratios more difficult to realize. The main disadvantage

of spectroscopy is associated with the convolution of

various effects acting on a radiating system and leading

to difficulties in the data analysis. A convolution of

effects also exists in the analysis of scattering data,

but is not as critical as in spectroscopy experiments.

Scattering experiments are also able to achieve greater

:          accuracy than spectroscopy experiments. CGS units are     .

used in this thesis except for power (in gigawatts),

energy (in joules), electric field (in volts per centimeter),

temperature (in electron volts) and wavelength (in Angstroms).

Time scales are in microseconds.
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II. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT

II.1  General Machine Description and Plasma Formation

Columbia University Torus II is shown schematically

in Figs. II.la and II.lb. Some of the parameters are
33.34listed in Table 1.  The machine has a glass vacuum

vessel, of toroidal geometry, with an elongation (h/w =

25.4 cm/12.6 cm) of 2 and aspect ratio (R /(w/2) = 22.5 cm/

6.3 cm) of 3.5.  R = R  is the radial location of the

poloidal cross-section center measured from the axis of

symmetry of the machine .(major radius R = 0). The toroidal

vacuum chamber· rests on a table and the vacuum system, con-

sisting of a 400 liter/sec turbomolecular pump and a mech-

anical forepump which pump the chamber through a series of

gate   valves, is suspended   from a frame mounted   from   the

laboratory ceiling.

The vacuum chamber consists of two coaxial pyrex

cylinders, of height h = 25.4 cm and difference in radii

w = 12.5 cm, sealed by flat ring-shaped pyrex plates (i.e.,

a top and bottom 60 cm diamter glass plate, 2 2 cm thick

with a 30 cm diameter hole cut out of the center of the

glass plate) which press down on viton gaskets.  Vacuum
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Table 1: COLUMBIA TORUS H SUMMARY

TORUS: GLASS VACUUM VESSEL
MAJOR RADIU S Ro =  22.5 cm
WIDTH w    =  12.5 cm
HEIGHT h    =   25.4 cm
Fl LL  G AS 12 mT HELIUM

TOKAMAK CONDITIONS:

he    -  1015 cm-3
'                                                           T      -'   100 eV

q (a)    -       2

<B> - 10%
87    -    5-10 kG
Ip     -    30 kA
PLASMA WIDTH 20-4 cm

0
1

0

f
P
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sealing is done by pressing down on a top lucite plate

(above the top glass plate, a rubber spacer and a lucite

spacer) against the torus and the table by applying ten-

0              sion on the eight nylon rods provided around the circum-

ference of the torus (see Fig. II.2). Typically, the
-7vacuum chamber achieves a base pressure of 2 3 x 1 0 Torr.

*                   The plasma is initiated by discharging various capa-

citor banks which provide large electrical currents through

various coils wrapped around the torus vacuum chamber.

Current-carrying cables which feed the toroidal bias mag-

netic field, ohmic heating and vertical field coils are

brought through the laboratory floor from a room directly

below which contains a series of capacitor banks.  On the

main laboratory floor are four two-stage Marx capacitor

bank modules (with maximum rating of 20 kJ, 100 kV, each

stage charged to i 50 kV) arranged in toroidal quadrants

and connected to the fast toroidal field circuit via four

isolated parallel plate transmission lines. Because of

the accompanying high voltage insulation, access to the

plasma is only through the top of the torus.

The fill gas is 12 millitorr of helium and is made

to, flow continuously through the vacuum chamber by feeding

gas into one vacuum line (with its respective gate valve

closed) and pumping only on the other vacuum line. The

discharge of capacitor banks into the various coils

around the vacuum chamber induces various electrical cur-
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IoH is the ohmic heating-air core transformer current for

preionization and Z-Pinch; Bv is the vertical magnetic field

and BT is the applied toroidal magnetic field for bias and

heating (1 Tesla= 10 kGauss).  Shown for parallel operation.
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rents to flow in the fill gas, producing and heating the

plasma.

The preparation of the plasma can be divided into

               four stages:  preionization, toroidal Z-pinch, fast heat-

ing and high beta tokamak.  The time dependence of various

currents and magnetic fields is shown schematically in

               Fig. II.2.to illustrate these four stages of the Torus II

experiment. Preionization is done using a 9 MHz RF os-

cillator coGpled to the plasma by means of antennae

wrapped arouhd the glass vacuum lines, and then discharging

a small capabitor bank (80 kA with 10 psec rise. time)

through·the "ohmic heating air core transformer."  In ad-

0            dition, a slow toroidal bias magnetic field, obtained by

passing a cutrent (140 kA with 60 Usec rise time) through

the "slow torbidal field coils," begins. to rise during

the preionization phase.

After preionization, a toroidal Z-pinch with tempera-

14 -3
ture T 2 5-10 eV, electron density ne 2 5 x 1 0   cm

compressed toroidal bias magnetic field BT(R ) 2 2 kG·and

toroidal plasma current I  2 50 kA is ·created by pulsing

a  capacitor 'bank   (330  kA  with  8  psec  rise time) through

the air core transformer. Radial equilibrium of the toroi-

dal Z-pinch requires the imposition of a vertical field

% 1 kG to contain ,the outward force of the. toroidal plasma

current. The toroidal current "pinches" the plasma to

about one third the chamber width (i.e., plasma width

2 4 cm) thereby isolating the plasma from the walls.  Some
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ionization and impurity stripping also occur during this

phase.

Durin4 the heating phase, a high beta tokamak plasma

is formed by rapidly (TR = 1.7 Usec) changing the. toroidal

magnetic field, BT' by 5-10 kG.  This process permits the

rearrangement of the magnetic geometry into a tokamak con-

figuration and allows for heating in a time short compared

to typical magnetohydrodynamic instability growth times.

(MHD instability growth times are typically of order
.,

several Alfveh transit times:  i.e., the time needed for

an Alfven wave of velocity VA 2 (BT2/4Animi)2; where n
i

and mi are, respectively, the ion number density and ion

mass, to travel around the toroidal circumference, 2wR ,
of the machine.  This time is 2 1 usec for typical Torus

II operating conditions in helium.) The magnetic field

can be changed to a direction either parallel or anti-

parallel to the initial toroidal bias field. The peak

power (hereafter' re ferred  to as "heating power")   used  to

change the magnetic field is as high as 50 GW into the

toroidal load and is provided by the four two stage Marx

bank units arranged in toroidal quadrants. To maintain

radial equilibrium, the vertical field is simultaneously

increased by another 1 kG; this is required because of the .

increased plasma temperature. At 50 GW heating power, the

applied poloidal electric field at the vacuum vessel sur-

face is E    2 1.2 kV/cm.  The Marx bank provides a peak
e,A

ru
current 0  1 MA through  the  " fast toroidal field circuit. "
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Radial plasma motion due to temperature can be sim-

ply understood by considering a toroidal ring of infinite-

ly long.plasma with inner radius Rl and outer radius R2

and pressure p = nkT. The plasma pressure force per unit

length at Rl is 2ARlp radially inward and that R2 is 2AR2P

outward. Therefore, there is a net radial force tending

            ' to puuh the plasma outward, whose magnitude increases with

temperature. If this ring of plasma also carries a toroi-
W

dal current, the direction of this current is opposite

- on opposite sides of the ring. Since opposing currents

repel each other, the toroidal plasma current also causes

an expansion force. In Torus II and other toroidal machines,

these outward forces are cancelled by the imposition of

an external vertical field, Bv' and the plasma ring will

expand to an equilibrium radius R , where the vertical
2e

BVmagnetic field force 2AR - per unit length is equal to the:
e 8FF

net expansion forces of the plasma pressure and current.

Fig. II.3 shows the temporal and radial dependence

of the toroidal magnetic field---obtained from a pair of

balanced magnetic field probes---for 12 GW (E0 _ 2 600 V/cm)
,A

heating power and parallel operation.7  (In this figure

and all further discussion, time t=0 denotes the appli-
..1

cation of the heating pulse.) .For parallel operation,

the toroidal magnetic field responds to the fast heating

pulse by rising relatively uniformly across the machine

radius until the Z-pinch magnetic field (t = 0 usec) is
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transformed into a tokamak configuration within 1 usec.

For adti-parallel operation2 the rapid field rever-

sal induces prominent poloidal.skin currents on the edge

             of the plasma which are driven microscopically unstable,

thereby·resulting in an enhanced electrical resistivity

effect which converts some of the magnetic energy ,into

thermal energy of the plasma. The case of field reversal

is shown in Fig. II.4 for 12 GW anti-parallel heating

power..7  It can be seen that the application of the heat-   4

ing pulse ind ces a strong poloidal skin current (j 0a

BBT/Br) # 1 cd thick which rapidly penetrates into the

plasma, and that the Z-pinch configuration (t ·=.0 usec)

'\.

0 again evolves into a tokamak configuration in #.5 11Sec.

The difference between parallel and anti-parallel

operation with respect to the induction of skin currents

can be understdod in terms of the magnetic field gradients.

Consider the case of 12 GW heating power as shown in Figs.

II.3 and II.4. The application of the heating pulse cor-

0            responds to appl*ing a boundary condition of BT = 4 kG at

the vacuum chamber walls. Since the inital toroidal bias

field is 2 2 kG, parallel operation corresponds to

DBT/ar < 2 kG/cm, and anti-parallel operation corresponds

to  BBT/Br 2 6 kG/cm.  Thus, the poloidal skin current ls   4

less for parallel operation than anti-parallel operation.

The' poloidal current density in this skin layer for
./

12 GW anti-parallel operation is typically j  g, 5 x 103 A/cm2,

implying an electron drift velocity VD - jo/nee %5 x ].07
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cm/sec. This velocity is an order of magnitude larger than

the ion sound speed, Cs = [(kTe + kTi)/mi]4 2 6 x 106 cm/sec

in Torus II. Measurements of the current density and in-

duced electric field in fact imply a local plasma resis-

tivity 2 100 times enhanced over classical Spitzer resis-

tivity, perpendicular to. the magnetic field  (QL = 1.3 x 104
·3/2

Z    ln    A/Te C o k) ohm-cm). This resistivity is consistent

with the observed diffusion time (TD E 4A€2/nc2 where
1 dB  .

E = g dr is the magnetic field gradient scale length and

n is the resistivity) of the magnetic fields (2 1 usec).

The toroidal plasma current also rapidly decreases from

2 50 kA during the Z-pinch to 2 30 kA after heating, cor-

responding to an L/R 2 4 Fsec decay time during heating

where L is the plasma inductance and R is the plasma re-

sistance. Using the inductance of a rectangular toroid

with the above plasma L/R 2 4 usec results in a resis-

tivity of 2 .3 Q-cm parallel to the magnetic field, assum-

ing that the region affected by the enhanced resistivity

is 2 1 cm thick layer  at the plasma edges, compared to

a classical Spitzer resistivity parallel to the magnetic

field of % 10-3 0-cm.  Hence, the enhanced resistivity due
.

to microturbulence appears to be roughly isotropic.

After the heating phase, a high beta tokamak is ob-
.

15 -3
tained with T e 100 eV, n -    2    n.     n, 1 0 cm and plasmae 1

volume average beta <B>v 2 10%. (The electron density
19

is inferred from the compression at a known fill pressure.

Preliminary (02 laser interferometry results  are in agree-  i.

f ··                                                                                                                                                                                                                  .-.    · p:...    ..:,C;,·il.,       .
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35ment with this estimate. The temperature is derived from

a variety of spectroscopic ion and electron temperature

measurements which will be discussed in detail in the

following text.)  The plasma poloidal cross-section, ini-

tially having an elongation  of  0 4, tends to become  more
circular for t 2 15  sec and is held in radial equilibrium

           for 4 30 usec. Note that all capacitor banks (except for

the slow toroidal bias field bank) are crowbarred (shorted

out of the electrical circuit) at the peak of the heating

pulse, and thd current in the circuit decays with the

L/R 2 60 usec characteristic of the inductance and resist-

ance of the cutrent carrying cables and coils.  The toroidal

plasma current decays with a plasma L/R 2 30 psec during

the equilibrium phase of plasma containment.

The radi l motion of the luminous plasma was recorded

by a visible light streak camera (IMACON). Fig. II.5 shows

streak photographs for anti-parallel operation at various

heating powers. It can be seen that the Z-pinch forms

inside of the annulus center (R ), quickly moves outward

during heating bedause of the toroidal plasma current and

increased temperature, and then slowly drifts back to R 

during the high beta equilibrium because of the imbalance

of radial forces at later times due to different decay

times of. the applied vertical field (2 60 psec) and the

toroidal plasma current (  30 usec).  (At maximum heating

power, 50 GW anti-parallel, the plasma moves outward too

far to be accessible to our diagnostics. Apparently , the
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applied ver2ical field is insufficient in strength to

overcome th6 outward expansion.  Thus, Torus II is rarely

operated at maximum heating power.) If the location of

the maximum 'toroidal plasma current density corresponds

to the location of the plasma pressure maximum, then the

plasma center corresponds to the magnetic axis as measured

e           by magnetic field probes.  The magnetic axis of the Z-pinch
r.

is at R L RO -1 cm, quickly moves outward during heating

to R 2 R  +1.5 cm at 12 GW anti-parallel heating power

and R 2 R  +3 cm at 25 GW anti-parallel heating power,0

and then slowly returns toward R  during the high beta

equilibrium phase.

The plasha is vertically well-centered, as is wit-

nessed again by a visible streak camera (STL). Vertical

equilibrium is achieved by passive control, using con-

ducting hoops At the outside top and bottom of the torus

(not shown in Figs. II.la and II.lb).  If the plasma moves

away from vertichl center (Z = 0), image currents are in-

duced in these co6ducting hoops and the plasma is forced

back to vertical center.
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II.2  Spectroscopy Experiment

Line radiation of helium as well as silicon and
36

oxygen impurity ions was observed in.the visible region
0

(4000 A - 7000 A) using the apparatus shown in Fig. ·II.6.

'  A one centimeter chord of light was viewed in the vertical

direction; the light was deflected through 90° by a glass

prism and focused onto the entrance slit of a McPherson

grating spectrometer by a 15 cm focal length lens.  This

spectrometer has an interchangeable plane reflecting grat-
2

ing of 10 x 10 cm  area in a Czerny-Turner arrangement

with one meter focal length concave mirrors between the

entrance slit and the grating and the exit plane. For ion

line profile measurements, a 2400 line/mm grating blazed
0 0

at 3000 A was used to give a linear dispersion of 3.3 A/mm
0

near X = 4700 A, decreasing with increasing wavelength, at

the exit plane of the spectrometer. Coarser resolution,

used in total line and continuum band intensity measure-

ments, was obtained by using a 600 line/mm grating, blazed
0 0

at 3000 A, and giving a linear dispersion of 15.8 A/mm at

the exit plane of the spectrometer.  The spectrometer also

provided a means of holding photographic film at the exit

plane. This allowed for the taking of spectrograms cover-

ing a range of 2 1500 A when the 600 line/mm grating was

used.  The entrance slit of the spectrometer was typically

2 20 microns wide.

A six channel polychrometer was mounted at the exit
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           plane of the spectrometer (Fig. II.7) with the fiber guides
going to the individual photomultiplier tubes assembled

on a mount which fits the film holder accessory of the

McPherson. For line profile measurements, each polychro-

meter channel consisted of an 80 micron thick, and 18 mm

high, line to spot glass fiber optic guide, giving a chan-
0 0

nel width of 2 0.25 A at A = 4700 A, and a type RCA 4832

side-on photomultiplier tube.  This photomultiplier has a

gallium-arsenide photocathode with essentially constant
0                0

          sensitivity for the range of 2000 A - 9000·A. To avoid

cross-talk between channels, the spacing between channels
0

was chosen to be 2 0.4 A.  Thus, the polychrometer covered

0         0  2 A and most line profiles could be taken on a single
0

shot. Lines wider than 2 A required some shot-to-shot

wavelength scanning, in which case, the first channel of                  

one shot monitored the same wavelength band as the sixth

channel of a previous shot. For total line and continuum

band intensity measurements, 2 1 mm thick lucite light

guides were used. Typically, only two channels were used               '

for these measurements. The separation of these channels
0

could be as much as 2 1000 A by choosing spacers of appro-

0          priate thickness.

Each photomultiplier output was terminated with

4800 n and the signal was transmitted by a line  driver

0          circuit, using a National Semiconductor LH 0033 CG fast

        operational amplifier, terminated at 50 0 down RG 58 co-

axial cable and displayed on oscilloscopes inside a screen
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room. Due to the existence of large amounts of electrical

noise, caused primarily by the radiated electromagnetic

power of €hd high energy pulsed discharge of the capacitor

banks' associ ted with the Torus II experiment, the photo-

multiplier tube electronics was enclosed in a 3 mm thick

aluminum chassis. The tubes were enclosed by u-metal lined

with copper, except for a small slot to allow dispersed

light into th6 photomultipliers. The signal-carrying

coaxial cablei were double shielded and ran through copper

or aluminum conduit to the screen room.  Ground loops,
37

which are a major source of electrical noise pickup,

were avoided By making certain that all electrical compo-

0            nents had a cdmmon ground derived from the screen room.

Since most of the electrical noise had < 10 psec time per-

iod, low pass filters of RC 2 10 msec were used on all the

power supplies needed for photomulitplier and line driver

operation. These precautions resulted in a light signal

to electrical n8ise ratio  2 4 for most of the duration of

the Torus II expdriment.

Wavelength calibration of the polychrometer was done

by using neutral,lines from commercially available spectral
0

tubes. For example, He II 4686 A calibration employed the
0                                                                                        0                                                                                                 0

4680 A Cadmium I, 4692 A Xenon I and 4713 A Helium I atomic

lines. A check on this method of wavelength calibration

was done occasionally by pulse discharging a smal]. capa-

citor array across a helium spectral tube to observe He II
0

4686 A. Comparing the two methods resulted in a typical
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0

wavelength calibration error of k .05 A.  The relative

sensitivities of the channels were determined by using
0

4713 A He I or a white light source. The relative sensi-

tivities were found to vary by as much as a factor of 3

and had to be divided out in order to compare the signal

from different channels or to draw a line profile. Typi-
<

0           cal relative sensitivity errors were 0 5%.

The polychrometer arrangement was necessary because

of the large shot-to-shot fluctuation in light intensity,   '

as was observed by a monitor looking at the total light

intensity of the line whose profile was being measured.

In this case, a chord of light was viewed in the vertical

direction (but 90° away in the toroidal direction) by a

spot  to line fiber light' guide and dispersed  by  a 0.5 meter
0

Jarrell-Ash monochrometer with 16 A/mm linear dispersion.

0            An RCA 931A side-on photomultiplier tube, enclosed in a

copper can, terminated at 50 Q and displayed on an oscillo-

scope via double Shielded coaxial cable without a line

driver, was used 20 detect the dispersed light. Fig. II.8

shows the relative toroidal location of the various diag-

nostics discussed in this paper.

0                  Since the plasma can move radially due·to an inba-

lance between the applied vertical field (60 Usec decay time)

and that due to the toroidal plasma current (30 psec decay

time), the spectroscopy experiment was designed to be cap-

able of radial scanning. The radial motion of the plasma

was tracked with a visible light streak camera and more
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precisely defined by magnetic field probe measurements. It

should also be noticed that the plasma is optically thin

for the chord length (# 20 cm) observed by this experiment.
38

The optical depth calculation for the He II 4686 R

line transition proceeds as follows. A plasma is optically

thin over a length 2 if

d= 5.4 x 10-9 1(u/T)1/2 N£  < 1

where N is the number density of abgorbers of the line trans-

ition with wavelength X. The· absorbers. have a mass U relative

to hydrogen and are in a plasma of temperature T.

For He II 4686 9 and T=50 eV, a plasma is optically
11   -3thin over a length of 20 cm if  N< 7 x 10 cm Use of

the steady state corona model for plasma radiation indicates67

that the density of fully ionized helium is >103 times larger

than that of singly ionized helium. Further noting that

He II has four strong line transitions, of which 4686 9 is

one, indicates that the absorbers of He II 4686 * have less

than one fourth the density of once ionized helium, i.e.,

11 -3 15 -3N< 3 x 10 cm in a helium plasma of density 10 cm

Thus, plasmas of 20 cm length are optically thin for

He II 4686 9 line radiation when T > 50 eV, i.e. radiation ,

from all portions of the vertical chords viwed in the

Torus II experiment is seen under the plasma conditions
15 -3T.>25 eV and n.=10 cm

1                1

It should also be noted that for T=]0 eV, the condition
13

for optically thin plasma is NE <3 x 1 0   and this plasma

is optically thin over approximately 4 cm to He. II 4686 R.
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III. ANALYSIS-THEORY OF LINE PROFILES

After using an appropriate theory to describe the

plasma environment effects on the energy levels of a
radiating ion or atom, analysis and interpretation of

spectral line profiles can give information on microscopic

electric fields (Stark effect) and ion motion (Doppler

effect).  The Stark effect results from plasma wave elec-

16,20-24,39-43tric fields characterized by a scale length

greater  than the plasma Debye length  AD  ='  (kTe/4Nnee2)2
and from the plasma electron density, resulting in a28,44

microseopic electric field of scale length <Ad due to the

approximately dipole Holtzmark microscopic electric field

of the moving and colliding plasma ions and electrons.

The Doppler effect results in a broadening of an emitted

line due to the microscopic velocity distribution (i.e.,

temperature) of the emitting plasma ions and in a shift

of the line center if there exists a dominant macroscopic

plasma velocity. In reality, the density Stark effect
0

on HeII 4686 A can be neglected when compared to the Dop-
15 -3              44

pler effects at ne 2 10   cm   and T   20 eV.    However,

the plasma wave electric field Stark effect is comparable

to the Doppler effect when turbulence (i.e., large ampli-
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tude plasma waves) exists in the plasma. Therefore,
16,24

all electric fields (except the macroscopic applied elec-

tric field E ) referred to in the following discussion0,A

are a result of large amplitude plasma waves.

Stark effects on a hydrogen line profile due to plas-

ma wave electric fields can be separated into several re-

gions which depend on the frequency w of the plasma wave

electric field relative to the natural line width W ,n

Wnt 6x1O10 rad/sec for He II 4686 A. 16,20,21 Low frequen-,

cy wave oscillations (w < ion plasma frequency  w. =
P1

2 2              10
(4wniZ ·e /m.)4 2 3 x 1 0 rad/sec for Torus II) cause a1

quasi-static broadening of the line. High frequency wave

oscillations (wt electron plasma frequency = (4*nee2/m )2e
122 2 x10 rad/sec for Torus II) cause a non-adiabatic

broadening of the line, analagous to the broadening due to·

electron impacts in the density Stark effect. Thus, in

the expression for the line profile, low frequency oscil-

lations are accounted for in the distribution function of

the electric field amplitudes which cause the splitting

of the line into Stark components and high frequency os-

cillations are included in the half-width of each indivi-

dual Stark component.

Fig. III.1 shows qualitatively the line profile as

a function of oscillation  frequency for Hqdrogen a-like

(change in principal quantum number of 1) and Hydrogen

B-like (change in principal quantum. number of 2) lines. 16

Low frequency plasma wave electric fields produce wing
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Figure III.1   Schematic representation of Hydrogen a-like and
Hydrogen B-like line profiles as a fOnction of plasma

  wave electric field frequency w for (a) thermal plasma
(i.e. no plasma wave turbulence);  (b) w5w   turbulence
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peaks on Ha and deepen the dip in the central (unshifted)

feature of H (Fig. III.lb).  High frequency oscillations·B

cause an excessive broadening of the line (Fig. III.lc).

For comparison, Fig. IV.la shows line profiles typical of

a cold thermal plasma where only thd density Stark effect

is important. Th6 distinction between H and H  occursa B

because of the lack of an unshifted Stark component in

the case of HB which is attributed to the symmetry of the

upper state  of  HB with respect  to the lower state  of  H  0        :
0

Note that HeII 4686 A, a principal quantum number 4+3

transition, is similar to Paschen a which, in.turn, is

himilar to Hydrogen a.

Fig. III.2 shows qualitatively the effect of plasma

wave electric field strength on the Ha-like line.  For low

frequency (w J w .) oscillations, shifted Stark componentsP1
begin to appear about the line center. The intensity of

the shifted components increases while the central Stark

component intensity decreases with increasing plasma wave

electric field strength. (The decrease in the central

component intensity with increasing shifted component

intensity can be seen from the total line intensity given
28

/           by

 I           (A)     dA    =   a f       .    N
J nn' nn  n

line
width

where a is a constant, f , is the oscillator. strength of
nn
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the transition and is constant for a given type of dis-

charge, · and  N     is the number  o f  ions   in the upper state  nn ·

of the transition.  Thus, for a given density of emitters,

the total line intensity is a constant and the central

intensity decreases as the line wing intensity increases.

For·a complete quantum mechanical treatment of the inten-

sity of individual Stark components, see pages 74-94 of

reference 39.)  At sufficient plasma wave electric field

strength, the central intensity decreases below the shifted .

component intensity and the resulting line profile ex-

hibits a central dip (Fig. III.2b).  This central dip in

0                                            16.23 ...

He II 4686 A has been observed in previous experiments

and has been attributed to Stark splitting with low fre-

quency electric fields 2 20 kv/cm.
<

For low frequency oscillations,  lo  % w , in a cold0  pi

plasma, the plasma wave electric field, E, appears constant

in time, compared to the characteristic radiating time

of the ion and linear Stark splitting of the ion energy

0              16,21
levels by an energy amount proportional to Zea E occurs.

Here,  Ze is the nucleus charge and al = *2./mee2 is the
Bohr radius. This results in a nearly symmetric

0

splitting of the HeII 4686 A line. The plasma wave elec-

tric field, arising from low frequency plasma waves of      „

21,39electrostatic nature, can be found using the expression

3h2A 2
0  2  2  

AX                (n  - n' ) E (III.1)SS       2
. 81 m Zece
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where X  is the unperturbed wavelength, AX is the mea-
SS

sured displacement of the Stark split peak from X , and

n and n' are the principal quantum numbers of the upper             t.

and lower states of the transition.
<

For high frequency (w b w ) oscillations, the quali-
Pe

-

tative structureiof hydrogen-like lines is again  a  func-

tion of· the plasma wave electric field strength (Fig.

III.2a).  When the Stark splitting is less than the plas-
<&

mon energy (i.e., Zea E < hw  ), satellites located atPe

w   away from the unshifted line center appear about thePe
0

unshifted line.  When E > hw  /ZeaQ, the central featurePe

of the line appears excessively broadened. For HeII
o        r 

4686  A,   E  010 kV/cm· defines the transition in structure.

With the occurrence of high frequency fourier com-

<
ponents w # w in a cold plasma, the time dependence of

Pe
the microscopic electric field acts to broaden, instead

of discretely split the ion energy levels.  The resulting

line profile consists of an excessively broadened central
0

feature. The plasma wave electric field, E, can be mea-

sured from the full width half maximum, 8 Xs' of the wave-
21.24

length 'profile by using

2
hA

i.                                                  81 3022
-         (n  - n )E (III.2) "S     4 27Tm ZeCe

If the Holtzmark electric field (EHane 2/3·  4 10 kv/cm for
15 + 3n 0 10 cm  ) is used for E, equation (III.2) reduces

e
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44
to the density Stark effect,   which is caused by colli-

sional encounters .with the radiating ion.  Thus, in the
28

impact approximation theory of line broadening, the high

frequency miaroscopic pldsitia wave electric field replaces

the dipole electric field due to the moving plasma elec-

tgons interacting with the radiating ion.

When plasma waves with w 2 w exist with lowered
Pe

4 <                    0

electric field strength  CE 0 10 kV/cm for HeII 4686 A),

satellites appear about the unshifted line frequency 10-   .,

22,40
cated at multiples of w from the unshifted line.

Pe
These satellites result from a plasmon of energy  w

Pe
41

interacting with the broadened ion energy.levels.

If  w < w and w i w plasma waves exist simultaneously,0                         pe          pi
the Stark split components given by equation (III.1) are

21broadened by an amount given by equation (III.2) Elec-

tron plasma frequency satellites.may also be observed if

4.

moderate amplitude plasma waves exist at w L w
Pe

Finite ion temperature (microscopic velocity distri-

bution of plasma ions) by itself introduces Doppler broad-

ening of the line profile features. The Doppler full

28.44
width at half maximum intensity, AAD' is. given by

AXD                                 -5                                                                               .
7.7 x 10   (Ti(eV)/p)4X       ·                                   (III.3)

0

where w is the ion mass relative to hydrogen. Therefore,

it becomes difficult to measure electric field strengths
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<in the case of w i w turbulence unless the ion tempera-
Pe

ture, Ti' is known.  Conversely, erroneously high values

of T. can result when large amplitude plasma waves with1
<

W g w exist and are not incuded in the analysis. However,Pe
<turbulenece with w 0 w can still be measured since Stark

Pi

splitting of the radiated line is observed in our experi-

ment.

A macroscopic plasma velocity, V, further compli-

cates the interpretation of line profiles by.introducing   °

a shift AX of the line center by

AX     V-     -                       (III.4)
X         C
0

Since (in order to gain an acceptable signal to noise

ratio----mainly electrical noise in the case of a pulsed

experiment like Torus II) large diameter chords of light

are viewed, any or all of the above 1ine broadening mech-

anisms can be important at any given time.  Expectations

are that· Stark effects are important mainly during the
<heating ..phase,   say  t  4   5 usec, since magnetic field probes

indicate the disappearance of strong skin currents by

this time. In addition, motion of the plasma, so that

different portions of the plasma are in the viewing area    '         1

at any given time, is important. (Note that the imposi-

tion of  5 kG magnetic field results in a Zeeman splitting
0                                          0

of J .1 A compared to the 2 .5 A shifts measured in this
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experiment. Therefore, Zeeman splitting is neglegible.)

Electric field Stark effect measurements have been.

previously done in other turbulent heating experiments,

notably 8-pinch and electromagnetic shock wave experi-

ments. 16,23,24,31,42,45,46

At the University of Maryland, Griem and Kunze ob-24

              served excessively broadened central components of HeII
0 0

4686 A and HeII 3203 A in a fast 0-pinch with electron      13   -3' density 07 x 10 cm The two line profiles were used

 .                             to determine consistently  an ion temperature  of  22  eV  and

collective plasma wave electric fields %15 kv/cm.  (Note
0

that in Torus II, HeII 3203 A is inaccessible because. of               i

*            the glass vacuum vessel. Thus, turbulent electric field

strengths cannot be determined from an excessively broad-
0

ened central feature of HeII 4686 A unless the ion tempera-

Il            ture is known.) These results, were consistent with satel-

lite intensity measurements on neutral helium done by
42Kunze and Griem using the theory for the intensity of

w   satellites about forbidden line transitions derived
-             Pe

43by Baranger and Mozer. (Note  that in Torus II, since

Ti 2 50 eV after heating, only the strongest line of neutral
0

             helium, HeI 5876 A, was observed. No neutral lines with

: forbidden components could be found.) Again using a

University of Maryland fast 0-pinch experiment, Nee and
45Griem measured Hydrogen na line profiles (n = 13 + 12,

A = 88.7w and n = 12 + 11, A = 69.OP) and observed strong
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symmetric satellite features with intensity comparable to

that.of the unshifted line but.displaced by w from it.
Pe

These satellites-were interpreted as being caused by

plasmon-atom interactions in a turbulent plasma with low

frequency oscillations enhanced by a factor of 103 above

14 -3the thermal level at n '6 10 cm and T .   1   eV.e e

In the 0-pinch experiments, there was no spatial re-

solution in the measurements. In shock wave heating experi-

ments produded-by rapidly reversing the magnetic' field             ,i
16,23

using external currents, Hydrogen B was observed to

be excessively broadened in the shock front and both Hydro-

gen a and Hydrogen B were observed to be Stark split behind

the shock front.  In the toroidal cusp experifnent, TORMAC

at Lawrence Berkeley LaboratorYr Stark broadened Hydrogen

31
B was used to measure turbulence. More rec6ntly, Stark

broadening of Hydrogen B spectrum has been used to measure

the  RF   (05 GHz) electric field  4  100 kV/cm produced  by  an
46electron beam machine microwave source.

Thus, there, exists considerable evidence   for  the  use

of the Stark effect to obtain microscopic plasma wave .

electric field strengths. Once the Stark effect is known

and accounted for in the line profile, then the Doppler

effect yields the ion temperature. :,
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1,

1 '.i
1.

IV. PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF LINE PROFILES

The data in this chapter will be representative of

1. the heating and high beta containment phases of the Torus

II experiment. The Z-pinch phase will be discussed in

the appendix. The presentation and discussion of line pro-

files will be divided into several sections, depending on

heating power (applied electric field) and emitter.  It

will also become clear that the analysis of these line pro-

files will be different for the turbulent heating phase

and the equilibrium high beta tokamak phase, the difference

being the relative importance of the plasma wave electric

              field Stark effect discussed in Chapter III.

A large portion of this chapter will be devoted to
0

the discussion of the He II 4686 A line since this line is

most representative of the helium plasma.  (The neutral He I
0

5686 A line appears with the plasma temperature only by
+

virtue of charge exchange with a hot He ion. Since, as

will be discussed in the appendix, the charge exchange
+0+0

mean free path for He +H +H +H is approxi-HOT COLD COLD HOT

mately equal to the plasma size, neutral helium does not

characterize the plasma accurately.) The Silicon III
1 0

4683.7 A was observed on the lower wavelength side of

n

W                  ./

i
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He II 4686 A on shots when the plasma moved.further out

than usual and may have even touched the outer radial wall.

These '"bad shots" occurred occasionally without any no-

ticeable difference in the ca acitor bank -discharge char-

0            acteristics and were neglected in the data analysis.  On

"good shots" the plasma was relatively well centered and
0

the Si III 4684 A line did not complicate the analysis of
0

0           He II 4686 A.

Since the glass vacuum vessel did not allow observa-

tion of He II 3203 A, impurity line profiles mostly. of
0 0

0           Si II 5041.03 A and Si III 4716.15 A which were brighter

than the visible oxygen impurity lines, were used to check
0

some of the results inferred from He II 4686 A. These

profiles will also be presented-in this chapter.  The

impurity line profile results also give reassurance that

31-32the bad experience of the TORMAK experiment,  '   in

which the ion temperature derived from Doppler broadening of

He II 4686 R.in a. hydrogen plasma with 10% helium impurity

disagreed with the electron temperature measured by Thom-

son scattering by over an -order of magnitude, would not

be encountered in this experiment. Note that the ion and

electron.temperatures should be approximately equal after

an energy equilibration time (r.  ·2 5 usec for Torus II). 25
le

Independent electron temperature measurements in Torus II

by  several optical methods will be presented in the fol-

lowing chapter.

Line profile data were taken during runs with and
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without the pair of balanced magnetic field probes, used

to obtain magnetic field mappings similar to those in

Figs. II.3 and II. 4, inserted into the plasma. Under cer-
:

tain conditions, magnetic field probes·were observed to

alter the line profires significantly.  This will become

8         clear in the last section of this chapter in which He II
0

4686 A line profiles are discussed in the context of the

plasma perturbations caused by the magnetic field probes.

Consequently, all. the line profiles presented in the ear-

lier sections of this chapter were taken without any per-

turbing diagnostics in the plasma.

3.

11

, > .e.      -
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IV.la  General Characteristics of Line Intensities

The signals from photomultiplier tubes looking at

Il             different parts of a given line were amplified as previ-

ously discussed and displayed on dual beam oscilloscopes

(Tektronix 7844). Fig. IV. 1 shows the oscilloscope traces

0                  of four of the six photomultiplier outputs near He II
0

4686 A for a single "good shot" along with the monitor
0 0

looking at 4686 A t  B A from another  "good shot. "   Both

shots were taken at the machine annulus center R = R  and
at 25 GW anti-parallel heating power (E„ 0    9 0 0   V/cm).o,A
The time scale on all these traces is 5 psec/division.

'.                                                                                                                                    0From the polychrometer channel outputs covering .2 A

of the line, it can be seen that the heating pulse (applied

at the time indicated by the arrow and referred to as

t = 0) ionizes He II, indicated by the initially increas-

ing and then decreasing signal of the spike at 0 < t<2 Usec.

(This can be better seen in Fig. IV.2 which shows the

I             same channels on the expanded time scale of 2 usKc/div.

The  very  fine time resolution,   00.1 sec, required during

the heating phase was achieved by asing a sweep speed of

0.5 lisec/div.)  Part of the decay in light intensity is

due to the motion of the plasma away from the viewing area.

Thus, there was enough He II light at all radial R loca-

tions and all times to insure a signal to electrical noise

ratio 2 4.  (When S/N < 2, the average noise as derived
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         Figure
IV.1 Photomultiplier signals from four of the six polychrometerchannels and monitor. Arrow indicates initiation of

heating;  25 GW anti-parallel heating power.
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Figure IV.2 Photomultiplier signals from four of the six polychrometer
channels.  Arrow indicates initiation of heating;  25 GW
anti-parallel heating power.  Channel specifications
same as in Figure IV.1.
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from the average of three shots in vacuum was subtracted

from the photomulitplier outputs.) As the plasma cools

and moves back towards R = R , He II is observed to increase
*(10.1 t < 15 vocc), flatten out  (15 < t 4 25 usec) .and

then decrease (t 2 25 usec) as the plasma recombines.  (As
0

will be seen in the following discussion, the plasma energy

actually decays by t 2 35 usec.  The positive signals ap-

pearing on some of the traces in Fig. IV. 1 for

t > 30 psec are electrical noise pickup associated with

the ringing of the bias bahk. This noise is difficult to

shield against in the limited space allowed for the  photo-

multiplier tubes and their electronics because of the lohg

  ringing period (b240 usec) of the bias bank which is not

crowbarred in the Torus II experiment.

The monitor trace, also shown in Fig. IV.1, indicates

the same features with regards to the total line intensity

as were observed with regards to the polychrometer chan-

nel band responses.  The monitor was shown from a different

shot„to indicate the non-reproducibility in time of these

features from one shot to the next. In addition, the mag-

nitude of both the monitor and the channel signals varied

           by as much as 50%  from one shot to the next.  The appear-
ance and magnitude of the heating pulse intensity spike

CO J t €2 usec) was reproducible from one shot to the

next. The non-reproducibility in the plasma light for

t > 2 usec could very well be due to slight differences in

1

«
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plasma motion from shot to shot since slight differences

in plasma location are well detected with 4 1 cm diameter

bundles of light viewed by the spectroscopy experiment.

Shot-to-shot variations in the light intensity could also

be explained by a slightly more outward motion of the plas-

ma, thereby introducing more impurities to cool the plasma.

Correspondingly higher impurity line intensities were ob-
V

served on shots when the He II 4686 A line was brighter.

...     . (.»: 44 .2. Z.':.  · '::.*",:;:·.,  .-f Pt,1.*" 4. )':' ':..  ·:.t. 4.*. .3  .......... ..../.. ..  .     .
f..   .0      .'·.* ...,      '.4.   :1 ,      -4.0,:.    i..   S     .,".
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IV.lb  Derivation of Line Profiles from Line Intensities

The line profiles shown in this chapter were ob-

tained after dividing the measured channel signal (less

electrical noise) by calibration factors for the photo-

multiplier relative sensitivity, channel bandwidth and

oscilloscope sensitivity. The wavelength resolution for
0these profiles is equal  to the channel bandwidth  of  #0.2  A.

The six channel polychrometer system was tiesigned to take
0

line pro files   of width  #2  A  on  one   shot. Thus, impurity
0

line profiles, typically <2 A wide, were taken on a single
0

,shot. He II 4686 A lines, particularly during the heating
0

phase, were wider than 2 A and only half the line profile

was taken on a single shot. The two halves of the line

profile were matched by making sure that the signal from

the overlapping channel (see Chapter II, section 2) was

not more than 10% different between the two shots. Line

profiles shown in this chapter with no error bars are "one

shot profiles."  A uniform 10% error, although not shown,

can be associated with these profiles because of the 5%

errors in the channel relative sensitivities and measure-

ment from the oscilloscope traces.

The error bars shown on the remaining line profiles

are associated with the shot-to-shot light intensity fluc-

tuation as expressed by the mean deviation of at least

four shots. The general shape of the line profile is un-

altered by the averaging process: i.e., the profile struc-

J
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ture is the same for all the shots analyzed. When ion tem-

perature is inferred from a gaussian line profile, the

error is associated With the mean deviation of the full

width at half maximum intensity of at least four such pro-

files. The gaussians were drawn by doing a linear fit to

the logarithm of the intensity as a function of the square

of wavelength change. Points on the profile differing by

more than 25% from the best linear fit were included as
singularities in the line profile.  The meaning associated

with these points will become clear in following portions

of this chapter.

The rather insensitive square root dependence of full

width  on ion temperature for Doppler broadening    (Eq.    III. 3)

coupled with the previously discussed wavelength calibra-
0

tion  error  of  1.05  A, is reflected  in  the #30% error  when

T. J 100 eV.  The wavelength calibratibn error also intro-
1

duces %30% error in the plasma wave electric fields measured
0

from the Stark splitting of He II 4686 A (Eq. III.1).  A
0

gaussian fit to a Stark Broadened He II 4686 A line would

24
introduce 050% error in the plasma wave electric field,

as measured from its full width using Eq. III.2, since

the wings of a Stark broadened line fall in intensity at

a rate somewhat less than gaussian.
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IV. 2 Line Profiles  for  25 GW Heating Power (E 2 900 V/cm)
0,A

IV. 2a  Helium Line Profiles at 25 GW Anti-parallel Heating

Power (E    2 900 V/cm)e,A

Fig. IV. 3 shows the time development of the He II

4686 A line profile taken using the spectroscopic set-up

. shown in Fig. II.6 and discussed in Section II.2 at the
1

center of the poloidal cross-section, R = R , using an

anti-parallel heating power of 25 GW (applied poloidal

electric field E0 A 2 900 V/cm) and with no magnetic field

probes inserted into the plasma.  On the basis of this

figure,   it   can  be   seen   that the ·analysis of helium   ion

line profiles must be separated into two time intervals,

the turbulent heating phase (t < 5 psec) and the high beta

tokamak phase (t > 5 usec).  These time intervals can also  '

be correlated with the penetration of the poloidal skin
0

current into the plasma (Fig. II.4).  The He II 4686 A

line profiles also indicate the existence of some of the

line broadening and shifting mechanisms discussed in Chap-

ter III with regards to hydrogenic lines.

At a time t = 0.6 psec, Stark splitting (Fig. IV. 3a)

can be observed. Using  Eq.   III. 1, microturbulence  430

kV/cm with w <w.i s determined.  To within the localiza-
P1

tion of the spectroscopic measurement, this microturbulence

can be associated with the poloidal skin current region.

In addition, this part of the plasma is seen to have a

.,
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6
macroscopic velocity 0 8 x 10 cm/sec.                     :

E 1 30 kV/cm implies, through the use of Poisson's

equation, that the density fluctuations 6n with a wave

4          10       -2number k   are  bn/    4  1 0    cm     . To choose a characteristic

I              wavelength, we take k %w . /V_ or A= 10 A since V  % .1 0 Cp l u     D   D   s

(Debye length AD 2 3 x 1 0-4 c m for Te 2 100 eV, ne =
14  -3

5 x 10  cm  ), giving an ion density fluctuation 6n/n 2 10%.

If fluctuation scale lengths are longer, then 6n/n is cor-

respondingly higher.
47At t = 1.0 Us, the plasma has moved radially outward

so that a region more towards the plasma center is now in

view. Fig. IV. 3b indicates a line profile which may be

broadened by enhanced plasma wave electric fields at
<

(1) ru W Since the ion temperature is not well known at
Pe

this time, no realistic estimate of the microscopic electric

fields can be made either. However, to within the locali-
<zation of the spectroscopic measurement,  w  4 w turbulence

Pe

can be associated with the plasma ahead of the poloidal

skin current.  This part of the plasma also has a macro-
6

scopic velocity 4 5 x 10 cm/sec.

At t = 2.0 psec (Fig. IV. 3c), a part of the plasma

towards the inside is being viewed.  No turbulence is ap-

parent and a temperature estimate of Ti 2 60 i 30 eV can

be made by using either the shifted or unshifted feature

of the line profile.  In the absence of turbulence at

t = 2.0 usec, we find the macroscopic velocity % -5 x 106

cm/sec: i.e., the velocity of a part of the plasma being
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observed has changed direction in going from the outer to

inner plasma edge (note the blue shifted feature of the

line profile in Fig.  IV.3c ) . This follows from the fact

that the red shifted feature at t < 1.4 Usec---labeled

as macroscopic velocity in Figs. IV.3a and b---was observed

to move towards shorter wavelength as time increases. At

t > 1.4 usec, the blue shifted peak appears.  This suggests

I           a poloidal circulation of the plasma.which may be caused

by an ErxBT drift (see Section IV.2b).  The resulting

macroscopic electric field E  is then radially inward, ofr

magnitude   %·   100    V/cm.

At this point, it may prove valuable to discuss the

reasons for not drawihg a gaussian for all the profiles

0          shown in Fig.  IV.3.  Fig. IV.4 shows "one-shot" He II
0

4686 A line profiles, again at R = R  and 25 GW (E-e,A

2 900 V/cm) heating power without perturbing probes in the

plasma, during the heating phase at time intervals of 0.2

usec.

If a gaussian profile is fitted to the data points

instead of the profiles shown, then the half width is seen

to increase in time:  i.e., the line originating closer

to the center of the plasma is wider than that from the
47

plasma edge. If the profile is then taken to be Doppler

broadened, the temperature of the plasma center is higher

than that at the edges.  Since the poloidal skin current

(Fig. II.4) is strongest at the plasma edge for t 4 1 usec,

the opposite would be expected to occur: i.e., the plasma
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edge should be heated before the center. This edge heat-

17,18,48,49
ing has been observed elsewhere. In Torus II,

as will be discussed in a later section of this chapter,

edge heating has been experimentally observed at 12 GW

I            (E.   3 600 V/cm) anti-parallel heating power (He II 4686 A
W,A

line profiles do not exhibit what is interpreted as Stark

splitting at this heating power).  Edge heating has also

1 I                                                                                               19
been predicted by a numerical simulation. These conside-

rations lead us to believe that the electric field Stark

effect is responsible for line boradening during the heating
0

phase and that the He II 4686 A line profile is as shown

in Figs. IV. 3 and IV. 4.
0

A radial scan of the He II 4686 A line profile during

fast heating leads to the following conclusions:

(1) w £w. plasma wave turbulence is restricted to
P1

'Ul  cm  thick  layer  at  the  skin of  the plasma,  cor-

relating, within spatial resolution, with the

poloidal skin current layer.

(2) w i w plasma wave turbulence probably extends
Pe

ahead of the poloidal skin current layer.

(3) Turbulence lasts for #2 usec. (Note that this

turbulence is driven for the risetime of the

heating bank TR = 1.7 usec.  After crowbarring,

i no driving mechanism exists and w # w and      ;
Pi

w 4 w ·  waves are quickly damped as they travel
Pe

into the plasma.)

(4) There is a macroscopic velocity which corresponds
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to a poloidal circulation of particles in the

plasma, largest in magnitude near the edges.

This macroscopic velocity persists for 2 15 usec.

                   During the high beta tokamak equilbrium phase, He II
has a gaussian profile (Fig. IV.3d), indicating that Dop-  1

pler broadening dominates.  Fig. IV. 5a shows the radial

I            dependence of the He II-determined ion temperature at var-

ious times using 25 GW (E0 # 2 900 V/cm) anti-parallel
, ti

heating power. It should be noted that an initially peaked:

radial ion temperature profile (Ti £ 180 eV) becomes spa-

tially flat with Ti < 75 eV during the time of high beta
<<equilibrium (10 -t-3 0 usec). Fig. IV.5b shows the cen-

'             tral plasma ion temperature, as well as the ion temperature

at R = R , as a function of time. Note that the ion tempe-

rature is not given for 0 < t i 2 usec because of the .large

plasma wave electric field Stark effect during this time

period.

However, an estimate of T. at R=R  can be made for1 0

I            t=.5 usec by noting the barely observeable central dip in the

Stark dominated He II 4686 9 profile of figure IV. 3a.  At

  230 kV/cm, the Statk split components are located at

81% t.5*.  If these components are Doppler broadened by 19

corresponding to Ti=25 eV, then the sum profile would be flat

between AX=t. 5%.  Thus, 'ulpsec into the heating phase, Ti025 eV.
One further note should be made. The rather slow

temporal change in Ti for t>15usec is consistent with the
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notion of equilibrium.  At t>15Usec, the magnetic field

flux contours, as derived from magnetic field probes,

change slowly ih time, possibly indicating that a plasma
68

equilibrium configuration has been reached.
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IV.2b  Impurity Line Profiles, 25 GW Anti-Parallel Heating

Power (E 2 900 V/cm)0,A

To further understand the nature of the poloidal

circulation and to see whether the He II-determined ion

temperature obtained for the high beta tokamak phase is

reaspnable, line profiles of impurities coming from the
0

glass vacuum vessel walls, particularly of Si III 4716.65 A,

were measured at the plasma center (R·= R  + 3 cm) and at

R = R .  Neutral helium is not observed during this time
0

period.  Therefore, He I 4713.15 A does not present a com-

plication in the analysis.

Si III, being helium-like, is not expected to exhibit

15 -3a strong linear Stark effect at ne 0 10 cm Doppler

broadening is expected to be the dominant line broadening

mechanism and is measurable for Silicon ion temperatures

2 100 eV.  Fig. IV.6 shows semi-logarithmic plots of the
0

intensity of the Si II 4716.65 A line as a function of the

square of the wavelength change from line center for var-

ious times, t=3 usec, 4 usec, 10 usec and 18 usec, near

the plasma center.  Note that resulting line pr6files are

nearly gaussian except for earlier times (t = 3 usec and

4 psec) in which the profiles are asymetric (points at
0

AX = + .47 A).  This asymmetry possibly indicates a macro-
6scopic velocity # 4 x. 10  cm/sec coming from a portion of

the plasma outside its center: i.e:,.R > R  + 3 cm.  At

best, the signal to noise ratio was 2 2 for only three of
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the six polychrometer channels and only these signals are

plotted in Fig. IV.8. Note that a Dopplet broadeni.ng of
0                                                                      0                                                     ·

1 A on Si III 4717 A corresponds to a silicon ion.tempera-

ture of 2 210 eV since silicon has seven times the mass of

helium. Thus, narrow silicon lines are expected and the

polychrometer channels viewing the wings of the silicon

lines are not expected to give significant signal.
0

At the plasma center, Si III 4717 A was observable

only for t £ 20' lisec.  For t 2 15 Usec it was possible to
0

observe Si II 5041.03 A and this line was used to extend

the impurity measurements up to later times 15 S t 6 3 9 psec.
0

Fig. IV.7a shows a typical Si II 5041 A line profile for

t = 18 usec. The line profile is again gaussian indicating

that Doppler broadening is dominant.  (For t < 15 usec,
0

Si II 5041 A was distinctly non-gaussian on the higher

wavelength side of the line center, again possibly due to

a macroscopic velocity 2 5 x 106 cm/sec.  The data points
0

from which a non-gaussian Si II 5041 A line profile can

be drawn are shown by  a  "x"  in Fig.  IV.7 a. )
0

The ion temperature measured from Si III 4717 A for
0

t E 18 usec and from Si II 5041 A gaussian line profile

at the plasma center is shown in Fig. IV.7b.  Note that

the temperature derived from Si II is in good.agreement

with that derived from Si III, possibly  indicating that

Si III recombines during the cooling period (5 usec S t.
5 10 lisec) to form Si II. However, the ion temperature

as measured from the half width of silicon lines was
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4 100 eV greater than that measured from He II.4686 A.  The

observed equilibration in temperature between impurity and

helium ions is also slow compared to the energy equili-

bration time of silicon in helium of e 5-10 usec given by

I                                         25
the classical Spitzer equation. The difference in sili-

con and helium temperatures and their slow equilibration

in Torus II casts doubt as to whether ionic lines of im-
e

purity or doping elements can be used as a measute of

the ion temperature of the bulk plasma.in a pulsed experi-

ment of microsecond time scale. The higher silicon tempera-

ture may indicate that He II Doppler broadening underesti-

mates the ion temperature.

In addition, near the plasma edge R = R , Si III pro-

files indicated a macroscopic velocity of magnitude close

to that of He iI: i.e., the poloidal ciruclation is charge

and mass independent. This result was also indicated by
0 0

O II 4414.9 A and Si II 5041 A. (Note that at the plasma

edge oxygen impurity was observable in the visible region.

However, as oxygen migrated toward the plasma center, it

was probably further ionized and its radiation would be

mostly in the ultraviolet region of the spectrum and hence

not accessible to this experiment.)  A likely cause for the

mass circulation of plasma is an Er x BT drift, where

E  2 100 V/cm (note plasma potential 0 2 kTe 2 100 volts)

follows from the Doppler shift measurements. (Since the

circulation is largest at the plasma edges, Er is also

largest at the plasma edge.) One possible cause for the



t -1 1        1
temperature difference between helium and silicon could be

this macroscopic radial electric field.  Impurities formed

at the vacuum vessel walls could gain energy as they mi-

grate to the center in this electric field.
i                  ·

I.

I '
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IV.2C  Helium Line Profiles, 25 GW Parallel Heating Power

(E    2 900 V/cm)e,A

0

Fig. IV. 8 shows profiles of He II 4685.7 A taken at

R = R  + 3 cm: i.e., slightly outside the radial location

of the plasma center for t = 1, 5 and 9 psec. Semi-log

representation (i.e., log of the intensity as a function

of change in the square of wavelength from line center) is

used, and the higher wavelength side of the line only is

plotted. Fig. IV.9a shows the intensity as a function of

wavelength change for a time t=5 psec. It should be

noted that all these line profiles are quite well approxi-

mated by a gaussian and that there appears to be no dis-

tinction between the heating phase (t < 5 Usec) and the

high beta tokamak phase (t 2 5 Usec).  This is. taken to

mean that no measureable microscopic plasma wave turbulence

develops for the case of parallel operation.

From the full width at half maximum of the gaussian
0

He II 4686 A line profiles, the ion temperature can be

determined by using Eq. III.3. The ion temperature as

a function of time is shown in·Fig. IV.9b.  It should be               1

noted that the maximum central ion temperature is 2 50 eV

for parallel operation as compared to 2 150 eV for anti-

parallel operation at the same heating power.  The rela-

tively large error  bars  in .Fig.   IV. 9b are again largely

attributable to the insensitive dependence of ion tempera-

ture on half width for Doppler broadening.
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The lack of turbulence, as observed spectroscopically,

in parallel operation is consistent with the lack of a

strong induced poloidal skin current: i.e., the electron

drift speed is on the order of the ion sound speed. The

lowered ion temperature is also consistent with the lack

of turbulence since the ions are partly heated by the

scattering of ion acoustic waves, induced by the turbulence
O                          15from the ions. The electrons are also observed to. be

colder for parallel operation than anti-parallel operation

at the same heating power (see next chapter). The lowered

electron temperature is also consistent with the lack of

turbulence since the electrons are heated by the enhanced

resistive dissipation of the skin current, an effect

12,13,19caused by the turbulence. A numerical simulation

of Torus II heating also indicates a lowered plasma tem-
19

perature for parallel operation. These associations of

turbulence with heating will be discussed in more detail

in a later chapter of this thesis.
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IV. 3  Line Profiles for 12·GW Anti-parallel Heating'Power

(E    3 600 V/cm)0,A

Fig. IV. 10 shows the time development of the He II
1                                             0

4686 A line profile at the center of the poloidal cross-

section, R = R , using an anti-parallel heating pooer of

12 GW (applied poloidal electric field E 2 600 V/cm)e,A

4I            and with no magnetic field probes inserted into the plasma.

On the basis of these profiles, it can be concluded that

there is a distinct difference between 25 GW (section IV.2a,

Fig. IV. 3) and 12 GW anti-parallel heating power.

Figs. IV.1Oa, b and c at times t = 1.2, 1.6 and 5

psec, respectively, possibly indicate the existence of

plasma frequency satellites about the unshifted line wave-

length. The location of these satellites gives an electron

14 -3 12
density ne 2 6 x 1 0   cm   (w   1 1.5 x 10   rad/sec).  The            'pe

           error in this density estimate is large (#50%) due to the

fact that the location of the satellite is uncertain to

the bandwidth of the polychrometer channel.  Thus, the

turbulence induced at lower heating powers is found to be

0  <of higher frequency (w   w) and lower magnitude (E 0 10
Pe

kV/cm) than the turbulence induced at higher powers. Also,

the turbulence does not appear to be localized to the
0

skin of the plasma since the He II 4686 A profiles for

t J 5 usec all show the existence of w   satellites.  (NotePe
that a time scan of the line profile at a fixed radial 10-

cation is equivalent to a radial scan of the line profile
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since heating of the plasma causes a rapid outward motion

of the plasma.)

For times.t>5 psec, a macroscopic velocity 2-5 x 106

cm/sec becomes evident in the line profile. The lower
0

wavelength component of the He II 4686 A line profile shown

in Fig. IV.1Od for t = 16 psec has a macroscopic velocity

Doppler shift as its most likely explanation. The:rela-
e

tively broad velocity feature may be due to a range of

velocitieh coupled with thermal Doppler broadening.  The

             existence of macroscopic motion at earlier times t<5 usec

is also possible and may be used to explain the flat ap-
0

pearance of the He II 4686 A line profile at t=5 usec
0 0

between 8X 2 -.5 A and AA 2-1.2 A.  It should also be noted

that the inner edge of the plasma is at R=R   for t 2 2

usec.

The outer edge of the plasma was observed at

R = R  + 3 cm through the measurement of the impurity lines
0 0

of O II 4414.19 A and Si II 5041.03 A. These impurity

line profiles at R = R  + 3 cm and 12 GW anti-parallel
i. heating power had gaussian central features but indicated

0
a red shifted feature at AA 2 .8 A corresponding to a

1 6
macroscopic velocity 0 5 x 10 cm/sec. Thus., the macro-

scopic velocity again appears to be a poloidal circulation,.

 

dominant near the plasma edges and independent of the par-

ticle mass. Furthermore, the poloidal circulation is the
'9

same in magnitude for both 12 GW and 25 GW anti-parallel

heating power, indicating that, .if the circulation is an

1
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Er   x BT drift, the ratio Er/BT   is a constant.      Note   that

BT   decreases   by a factor   of   2   1.5 in going   from·   2 5    GW   to

12 GW anti-parallel heating power.

Fig. IV.11 shows the ion temperature at R.= R  derived

from the half width of the central component of the He II
0

4686 A line and at R = R  + 3 cm derived from the half

width of the central component of Si II 5041 A.  Also
..

shoWn in this figure is the He II-determined ion temperature

at R=R  - 1.5 cm.  The lower value of T. at R=R  at.1            0

t = 1.5 usec is a result of plasma motion and can be taken
-

to indicate that the edge of the plasma is heated before

the plasma center. This edge heating effect can also be

seen from noting that the He II-determined ion temperature
..

at R = R  - 1.5 cm is greater than that at R = RQ for times

t  <   1.5   usec.      The sudden decrease   in ion temperature   at

R=R   -1.5 cm for t>2 usec is largely due to the outward4.
motion of the plasma. It should be noted that the He II-

determined ion temperature falls quickly to 2 20 eV after

10 Usec.
.

It is very unlikely that the plasma temperature is not
P

symmetric about the plasma center, and all indications
0

,<                      thus  far  from  He  II  4686
A measurements  are  that  it  is.

From magnetic field measurements, it can be seen that the

plasma center is located at approximately R = R  + 1.5 cm
>

,                          for  12 GW anti-parallel heating power  and  t  0   3     sec.     Thus,

one would expect the temperature at R = R  to be approxi-

mately the same as at R = R  + 3 cm since both radial 10-

i.
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cations are an equal distance from the plasma center.  How-

ever, the Si II-derived ion temperature is # 100 eV greater

than the He II-determined ion temperature (Fig. IV.11).

0 II 4414 A also showed this trend.  Thus, it is doubtful

that impurity-determined ion temperatures are representative

of the plasma temperature, again possibly due to the exist-

ence of the macroscopic radial electric field inferred from,
Doppler shifted components of He II and impurity lines.

IL-
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'            IV. 4  Effect of Magnetic Field Probes on Spectral Line

Profiles

Line profile of He II 4686 A were taken during runs1*
when a pair of magnetic probes were in the plasma as shown

in Fig. II.8. Fig. IV. 12 shows the effect of these probes

at t=5 psec, R=R   and 25 GW
(E 6 900 V/cm) anti-

-                                  0, A
0

parallel heating power upon the He II 4686 A line.

Stark splitting (Fig. IV.12a) indicates microturbulence in

the case with probes.  Without probes in the plasma (Fig.
*

IV.12b), He II 4686 A has a nearly gaussian profile,

showing no evidence of enhanced microscopic electric fields.

(Note that turbulence is not expected at such a late time
.

following the "heating" and "soaking in" of the magnetic

fields.)

The line profile measurements were done at a toroidal

location downstream from the probes, in the direction of
50,51

ion current flow (Fig. II.8). Theory indicates that

the ion density in the probe wake depends on exp (-V /V  )0 · Ti '

1    RO and pi where VI is the ion drift speed associated with

a current density n.ZeV   V   = (Ti/mi)  is the ion thermal1   0'  Ti -

speed, RO is the probe diameter, pi E VTi/wci is the ion/

Larmour radius, and w is the ion cyclotron frequency.
Ci

The length of the probe wake increases with increasing Ti

and R .
0

At 25 GW heating power, when T. > 100 ev, a probe1

wake of length  2 20 cm forms and affects a portion of

4-5.
"'
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Figure IV. 12   Effect of magnetic field probes on He II 4686 9 line profile.
25 GW anti-parallel heating power.'1

, _f 
Profiles measured 18 cm away from magnetic field probes in
direction of toroidal ion plasma current and in the probe wake.
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0
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the plasma being viewed by the line profile measurement.
.

The Stark splitting gives roughly the same level of tur-

bulent electric field as before  (0 30 kV/cm), indicating

that the probe sets up turbulence, even at later times
„

(t > 2 psec) when no turbulence driving mechanism exists.

°     On the other hand, at 12 GW heating power, when the He II-

«,          determined
ion temperature is 050 eV, the presence of

0

magnetic probes has no apparent effect on the He II 4686 A

line profiles.  This may indicate that the probe wake is

< 15 cm, in agreement with the temperature scaling of the
.

probe wake length, and additional collisional effects.
0

For t > 10 Wsec, He II 4686 A (with probes) is

gaussian indicating an ion temperature (0 60 k 15 eV) equal
.

to that without probes in the plasma.  This is not meant

to say that probes do not affect the ion temperature,

since temperature changes  10% would be hidden in the
1

typical 30% errors associated with Doppler broadening when

T. £ 100 eV.
1

 D The probe wake was further investigated by looking

at the total intensity of a line radiated near the probes.
0

Particular attention was paid to He II 4686 A which showed

4          an increased intensity for t 2 5 usec when compared to its

intensity at the same location without the probes.  A

28
line to continuum ratio measurement indicates a lowered

electron temperature in the vicinity of the probes. How-
&

ever, due to the inaccuracy of this method for T  2 30 ev,e

no quantitative measurement of the electron temperature
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effects of the probes could be made.
.                                                                                   1

0.

1

.

...

2
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V.  SPECTROSCOPIC ELECTRON TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS

During the high beta tokamak phase of the Torus II

experiment, the ion temperature is expected to be approxi-

mately the same as the electron temperature, since the

collisional Spitzer ion-electron energy equilibration

time   #    5   0 sec. For an electron temperature estimate25

the polychrometer of Fig. II.7 was modified, into that of

Fig. V. 1, to look at total line and 2 15 A continuum

band intensity by using a 600 line/mm grating and 1 mm

thick lucite light guides.  Typically, only two photo-

multiplier tubes were used. The two tubes could look at
0

wavelengths separated by as much as 1500 A by using

opaque material spacers as thick as   10 cm.

Several methods are available for the measurement

of the electron temperature by spectroscopy in the visi-
1

ble spectrum region. The most common method is the

total line intensity to continuum band intensity ratio

measurement which is related to electron temperature

through the use  of the local thermodynamic equilibrium
28,29

model for. radiation emitted by the plasma. A second

method is by measuring the time dependence of the total

line intensity and relating the resulting ionization or

AL-_i,
tx0
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FOCAL PLANE OF
LLI SPECTROSCOPE
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PMT             PMT

(a) 1mm thick lucite light guides.
(b) Opaque material spacer, allows for up to 1500 % between photomultiplier tubes (PMT).

Screws (c), provided in a blackened aluminum plate (d) which fits into the film plate
holder (e) at the exit focal plane of McPherson spectrograph, hold lucite light guide
and spacer assembly in place.

Figure V.1   Schematic diagram of two channel polychrometer used for total line and 15 9 continuum
band intensity measurements. --1
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recombination rate of the emitting ions to the electron

temperature by using the time dependent corona model for
26,27

plasma line radiation. An added feature of this

rate measurement is that the impurity concentration of

a given element can also be measured when an impurity ion

n      line is used.  Both of these methods were used on the

Torus II experiment and will be discussed in detail below.

Comparisons will be made with the electron temperature

as measured by an X-ray diagnostic7 which relates the

soft X-ray to the temperature associated with the elec-

trons in the fast portion of the electron velocity dis-
30tribution function.

 :  The statement that soft X-ray measurements observe

the higher energy tail electrons can be seen from the

equation relating the emission intensity of free-free con-
30

tinuum radiation, I, to frequency, v
*

S a nenizi2(Te)-4 exp(-hv/Te)av

1
where Zi is the plasma ion charge and hv is the energy of

the emitted photon. It can be seen that the emission of

a given photon energy is related to electron temperature,

T . and that the continuum maximum shifts toward the
e'

X-ray region (increasing v) as Te increases.  Alterna-

tively, the X-ray continuum is governed by the hotter

tail (faster) plasma electrons.  Note that Te is derived

/-7

ALI '..5
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from the slope of dI/dv (for free-free continuum emission)

plotted as a function of v.

The validity of soft  X-ray measurements for bulk

plasma electron temperature determination can be seen

from estimates of the electron-electron collision time,

i
slowing down time of fast electrons by thermal plasma

electrons and energy equilibtation time between hot ande
thermal electrons.  For 2 1 keV soft X-ray channel elec-

15 -3
trons in a 100 eV, 10 cm background plasma, these

b                25times are '6 1 psec and it is not unlikely that soft

X-ray flux temperature measurements are characteristic of

the plasma electron temperature.

A

*

'th       i

M1
 /-vi      4    -
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0                      V. 1 Preliminary Spectroscopy

Preliminary to all of the quantitative visible spec-

troscopy experiments involving the use of photomultiplier

tubes was the identification of radiated lines from the

helium discharge of Torus II. For this purpose , the

spectroscopy apparatus shown in Fig. II.6 was used with

a 600 line/mm grating installed in the McPherson with

film at the exit  plane of the spectrometer.  Fig. V.2a .

shows a typical spectrogram for a single Torus II helium

discharge at 25 GW anti-parallel heating power covering
0

a wavelength range from 6000 A (far right) to 4200 A (far

left of picture) with a linear dispersion of 15.8 A/mm

and an entrance slit of 30 micron width.

When the spectrogram was viewed under a microscope,
0

the average width   of   the   line   was   %   2 A, leading   to   a
0

design of the polychrometer width of 2 A used in the line
0

profile measurements discussed in Chapter IV. The 0 2 A

line widths also led to the choice of channel widths
0

0 10 A when  total line intensity measurements were of

interest. Silicon and oxygen lines were found to be the

dominant impurities. Most of the impurity measurements

were performed on silicon since its lines appeared to

be brighter than the lines of oxygen and therefore are

expected to exhibit a better light signal to electrical

noise ratio.  Furthermore, a relatively wide band of the

spectrum at a wavelength larger than (but near to) He II

:                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  -           , a. i,42..,·:                   . i
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4686 A containing no lines was observed on the spectro-

grams; this led to measurements in this region for the con-

tinuum intensity used in the He II line-to-continuum ratio

electron temperature measurements.

The presence of sodium lines is due to the fact that

the Torus II vacuum chamber is made of pyrex glass which

has  % 12%  Na02 composition.  It is not unlikely that

some of this sodium, along with the silicon and oxygen,

is released from the pyrex walls during the plasma dis-

charges. The noticeable lack of nitrogen lines is indi-

cative of the good vacuum achieved in the experiment. The

helium fill gas is not introduced until the vacuum chamber
<        -7

has a base pressure - 3 x 10 Torr.

The 0 2 A width of He II 4686 A indicates an ion

temperature of 0 100 eV consistent with that derived at

from line profile measurements presented in Chapter IV.

However, since the width of the line as it appears on film

is highly dependent on the exposure of the film by the

plasma light intensity, the width of the lines on the

spectrogram is only a crude indication of a modestly hot

temperature. Furthermore, there is no time resolution in

0    these photographic measurements. The desire for time re-

solution coupled with what appeared to be a modestly hot

plasma gave encouragement to the previously described

line profile measurements. Similarly, the relative inten-

sity measurements derived from spectrograms are also de-

pendent on film exposure. Thus, any quantitative mea-

I. .....r;
. '...&%&),.  ;
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surement of plasma parameters from relative intensity re-
t.

quires the use of photomultiplier tubes, and these mea-

surements are described below.

-e

-

.

"

.

..

i)

-

4.
.'ll.'...

..i..  ..
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(a)   ical spectrogram (15.6 R/mm) of helium discharge in Torus Il,
0

25 GW anti-parallel heating power.

lD           Lines not identified are other silicon, oxygen, sodium and
neutral helium line transitions.

=0 ps

.4 t (5vs/div)
..

Si II 5670 1

...4/ t (5Us/div)

Si III 4553  .

1

4

(b) Time dependence of Silicon inpurity lines, R=R .

25 GW anti-parallel heating power.

4.
Figure V.2

4
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V. 2  Impurity Line Intensity Measurements
.

The ionization rate of impurities can be related to

the electron temperature of the plasma and the number

WD          density of impurities in the plasma by making use of the

time-dependent corona model.  The model assumes that:

(1) the rate of change of the plasma parameters is slow

-0          compared to the atomic lifetime of the excited level from

which the line originates; (2) the free electron thermali-

zation time is less than the time over which plasma para-

"           meters change; (3) ionization is by collision of a free

electron with an atom or ion in its ground level and that

recombination is radiative; (4) step-wise ionization occurs

'           only: i.e. ,Z+Z+1+Z+2, etc; and (5) spectral line

radiation is produced by an inelastic electron collision

exciting an ion from its ground state and the subsequent

4. decay of the excited level to the ground state.

Under these assumptions, which are valid for once ionized

14 -3
states when n-<5 x 10 am   at T =50 eV (e.g., He II, Si II,

I. e

4. 0  II)  and the validity of which varies  as  ne 1   k (Z  +  1)6
Te4 exp [(Z + 1)2/Tel where k is a constant and Z is the

26
ion charge, the ionization rate can be written as

a

S(Te'Xz,Z) E (ne  Tion,z)-1
kT

e. 1£4 (-
= 1.1 x 10 5   Z  XZ, exp(-xz/kTe) (v.1)

3/2 kTXZ         6+   e
XZ

.
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where an ion of charge Z with ionization potential Xz'

having cz electrons in its outer shell is in.a plasma

with electron temperature Te; n is the electrone
-

density (in cm 3) and T is the time (in seconds) re-
0                                 ion,Z

quired to ionize from charge Z t o charge Z+1.   Fig.
-3V. 3 shows a plot of n T (in cm usec) for various

e   ion,Z

stages of ionization of silicon as a function of electrone
temperature, Te (in eV).  For example, this curve indicates

14   -3that a silicon impurity in a plasma with ne=10 cm

with Te # 50 eV will be twice ionized (i.e., will be in
a Si III state) within 1 Usec.

When T. is experimentally taken to be the time
1On

         over which a total line intensity goes from zero to maxi-

mum, then it can be assumed that all the impurity density

is in the charge state associated with the observed line.

By taking the ratio of Eq. V.1 for two successive stages

of ionization of charge Z and Z + 1, then Te can be esti-

mated from                                                               kT
(6+   e 

Tion, Z+1 = XZ+1 CZ XZ+1
kT   exp  [-(XZ-XZ+1)/kTel

4 Tion,Z XZ   CZ+1 (6 +   e)
XZ

1

1

(V. 2)

1

by measuring the time for the corresponding lines to go

from tero to maximum. It should be noted that the ·most

sensitive portion of this equation to Te is kTe 0 XZ+1-Xz'

Hence, the accuracy of this method does not decrease appr -

l
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ciably with increasing electron temperature as long as

higher stages of ionization are used for the measurement.

On the other hand, higher stages of ionization require the

measurement to be done in the vacuum ultraviolet region

.I

l of the spectrum.

Fig. V.4  shows Eq. V.2 plotted for the ratio of the
0

time required for Si II + Si III divided by the time re-
-.

quired for Si I + Si II: i.e., TI:[I/TII.  For example, at

T % 20 eV it takes ten times as long for Si II + Si III
e

I 1

           as it does Si I + Si II. In the case of Torus II, the

time required to reach the maximum intensity of Si II
O 0

5670 A (charge state Z in Eq. V.2) and Si III 4553 A

*          (charge state Z+1  in Eq. V. 2) was measured.  The typical

time dependence of these two lines is shown in Fig. V.2b

for 25 GW anti-parallel heating power at R = R .  The time
0

4        for Si II 5670 A to go from zero to maximum is TII 0 2 psec
0

and for Si III 4553 A, it is -T 0   8 Wsec. Thus, con-III

sulting Fig. V.4 for TIII/TII 2 4, the electron temperature

is Te < 100 eV during the high beta tokamak phase of Torus
1

II.  Fig. V. 2b also shows that, Si III increases in intensity
t

as Si II decreases in intensity (5 S t 6 1 2 *sec), indicat-

ing that step-wise ionization indeed occurs. Consulting

nT for Si II in Fig. V.3,.with T=2 psec add Te = 100 eV,
the silicon impurity density can be estimated to be

13    3
8 1 x 10 cm-  or 1% of the helium ion plasma density.

The oxygen impurity density is probably 2% of the helium

ion density since glass is Si 02.  A 1% silicon and 2%  '
A  /
L--f 'r

'L--1.
0       .  1-  1'L..,·-,. lit, 10   ft
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function of Te
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oxygen impurity concentration would not alone account

for the rapid cooling of the ions (and probably electrons)

observed during 5 S t < 1 0 usec (see Figs. IV.Sb and

IV.11). '

A more complete discussion of energy loss
53 54,55

..r
in Torus II is given in section 2 of chapter VI.

The silicon impurity number density is estimated

from ne in figure V. 3.  At R=R , the edge of the plasma
*                                                47

is observed where the intensity of visible wavelength

silicon lines is observed to be greater than the intensity

os visible wavelength He II lines.  This implies, after

accounting for the different line oscillator strengths,

a larger density of impurities than helium in the "low

density cloud" surrounding the main plasma column. Thus,
..

for once ionized silicon, n.  (Si II)* ne % 10 cm in this13 -3
1mp

"low density cloud" region.

In the strict sense, use of the n T. vs. Te plote ion

(figure V. 3) should be only for the Si V state since the

majority of silicon impurities would be at least four times

ionized at Te=100 eV and neblo
cm Similarly, the

14 -3

..

accuracy of Te as derived from the ratio of ionization times

would increase if Si IV and Si V ionization times were used.

Unfortunately, line radiation from silicon states more than
..

twice ionized would be in the ultraviolet wavelength range

and inaccessible to this experiment.

'
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V.3  He II Line to Continuum Ratio  Measurement of Electron             

Temperature

An alternate method for measuring the electron tem-

perature in a helium plasma is by measuring the ratio of
0

the He II 4686 A line intensity to the intensity of light

in a band of continuum near the line. As the electron

temperature increases, the line intensity should decrease

while the continuum intensity should increase.*  Therefore,

the line to continuum intensity ratio is a decreasing

function of temperature and has the following functional

dependence when the line intensity is assumed to follow

28
local thermodynamic equilibrium:

I £ 1-a _1- exp [(Ego-El)/kTe1 (V.3)
I          kTe                                               'c   X AA0

* The intensity of the line is proportional to the number

28
of ions in the state assocaited with the radiated line.

As the temperature increases, the number of particles,

-E/kT-
-    being given by a Boltzmann distribution e 0, with E

       ,   being the energy of the emitting state, decreases.  Con-

tinuum is taken to be free-free Bremsstrahlung radiation

and free-bound recombination-continuum radiation and is

seen to be a complicated, but increasing, function of

28,56
,,' electron temperature.

, , 9 flo.
,

vt<  »:3 il
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where E  is the ionization potential, Et is the energy                  :,CO

associated with the lower state of the radiative transi-

tion, A  is the wavelength of the transition, Ic is the                 ';

intensity of the continuum in a wavelength band of AA and               i

I£ is the intensity of the line.  Note that the ratio is                 

most sensitive in the region kTe 2 E -E  which corresponds               '
CO    £
O '

to T  2 20 eV for He II 4686 A.e
'        The continuum intensity is related to the electron

density. When the Saha equation is used to relate the                  :i

density of ions in a given ionization state to the elec-
t

tron dehsity, a procedure which is allowed only under

the assumption of local thermodynamic equilibrium, the

line to continuum ratio becomes independent  of density.

When local thermodynamic equilbrium is not strictly valid,

the density of ions in a given ionization state appears in the

line intensity equation and the electron density appears in

the continuum intensity equation. Therefore, the line to

continuum ratio cannot be strictly used for a simple esti-

mate of the electron temperature.  However, when T  in-e

creases, the number of particles in lower ionization

states decreases (e.g., see Fig. V.2) and the intensity                 'i

n
of the lines associated with these ionization states de-

creases. Continuum intensity is an increasing function of

T .  Therefore, the line to continuum ratio is still a

decreasing function of Te.  In addition, further inaccuracies

are introduced in the line to continuum ratio measurementi..                        1

when the impurity density is comparable to the density of                I
O                                                                        1

1                                                                                                                          1 1

90 8, (1 .1                                                                                      1.1
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ions radiating the line being measured. The continuum
0

associated with the impurity line (e.g., Si III 4683 A
0

close to He II 4686 A) will tend to increase the "clean

plasma" continuum level, leading to an overestimate of the               I

electron temperature.
O

The line intehsity to 100 A wavelength band continuum

intensity is plotted in Fig. V.5 as a function of electron

temperature.  For Te < 45 ev (500 x 103 °k), the figure
28                                            '

is as it appears in Griem. For T > 45 eV, a linear ex-e

tension of Griem's curve has been added since for Te ,

E  - E£, the temperature dependence of the line to continuum              t00

ratio is basically proportional   to  exp    [ (E--E£) /kTe1 .      How-

ever, it should be emphasized that the local thermodynamic
0

equilibrium model for He II 4686 A line radiation is strictly
15 -3

not valid for Te > 50 eV and ne % 10   cm  ,.thereby intro-

ducing large errors (450%) for temperature estimates

>0 50 eV in Torus II. The general decreasing trend of the

line to continuum ratio with increasing Te is still valid.
0

Fig. V. 6 shows the time dependence of He II 4686 A
0 0

and a 15 A band of continuum centered at 4725 A for the

cases of 50 kV and 75 kV anti-parallel heating power and
O

R .  If I; is the signal measured from the He II 4686 A :1
I

.

oscilloscope trace and Ic is the signal measured from the
I .

continuum oscilloscope trace and assuming that Ic and Ig

have been adjusted for the possibly different oscilloscope

gains, then Fig. V. 5 can be used to obtain Te when

i

i

"G ./1.f· v:5  2  .                                                                                                                                                                                                                            ..'
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function of T .e g
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I                     I   I' - I'2 ru  £   C
I e«
c     7I C

0

The factor of 7 occurs from the adjustment of the 15 A 
band

of continuum viewed by the measurement on Torus II to t
he

0

h     100 A band used to obtain Fig. V. 5.

<*                Measurements of the line to continuu
m ratio in Torus II

indicate T  €8 0 e V for t>5 psec in the case of 25 GWe

anti-parallel heating power and Te   5 0 e V for 3<t<5 
usec

dropping to Te < 50 eV for t > 10 psec, in the case of

12 GW anti-parallel heating power. Note that these esti-

mates of electron temperature are not inconsistent with
0

the ion temperature as determined from the He II 4686 A

line width (see Fig. IV.5b and IV.11).
7I                                              

*.-

The X-ray measurement of the temperature in Torus II

*
operated at 25 GW anti-parallel heating power indicates

that Te % 150 eV at R=R O+3 for t 2 1 usec and Te 4 10
0

eV for t>5 usec. At 12 GW anti-parallel heating power,

the X-ray flux was insufficient to be detected, indica
ting

that T < 100 eV.
e

Thus, the various methods used to determine T ---e

ionization rate of impurities, line to continuum ratio

and  soft X-ray flux---indicate  7&   100  eV for  25  GW anti-

parallel heating power.  The measurements also confirm 
that

.. the ions and electrons are in fairly close equilibrium 
in

the plasma and give confidence in the He II-determined
 ion

1

-:fiR<)10'l'11
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temperature discussed in Chapte IV.                                       1

Additional evidence for a modestly warm Torus II

plasma is the fact that neutral helium is not observed

until late in time (t>25usec-- consult figure A.i in·the                 i

appendix).  This indicates that a He II to He I line
28

intensity ratio as discussed by Griem cannot be taken

accurately and that Te is greater than 10 eV.                            :

51                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           :

..

.      9

.

I                                                                                   .1
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VI. DISCUSSION OF HEATING AND

COOLING MECHANISMS IN TORUS II

VI.1 Interpretation of Enhanced Resistivity and Ion

Heating from Turbulence

The soft X-ray measurements briefly discussed in

Section 4 of Chapter V indicate that the electron teni-

perature rises to  4 175. eV within 1 lisec after the.25 GW

anti-parallel heating power pulse is applied.  An extra-

polation of Fig. IV.5b to times t < 5 usec indicates that

the ion temperature is   50 eV during the heating phase.

Thus, Te > Ti during the heating phase and ion acoustic
17,57-59turbulence is expected to develop. From the pre-

sentation and discussion in Sections 2a and 2b of Chapter

IV, low frequency (w J w .) plasma waves with large am-
P1

0  <

plitudes (E 4 30 kV/cm, 81/n 2 10%) were observed during
f the heating phase when Torus II is operated at 25 GW anti-

parallel heating power.  The frequency  of the turbulence

further indicates an ion acoustic origin.

The energy content of plasma waves relative to the

plasma energy

A ';
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0

C E  <F,2>/87T (VI.1)             i
n kTe e

can be used as a measure of turbulence. For a thermal

plasma  '                                                                121.42

i

4  2 (1812neAD3)-1

e     I

where AD is the- Debye length  (2 3 x 10-4 cm for Torus II).
14 -3                0                                              -6

Taking ne =5 x 1 0 cm and T 0 100 eV gives C % 3x 10
e

-3
for a thermal plasma compared to 4 2 5 x 1 0 during the

heating phase of Torus II. Thus, the energy content in

plasma waves during heating is several thousand times above

the thermal level. This is not uncommon for turbulence                 '

associated with the excitation of longitudinal plasma

14,42,60waves.

The induced turbulence produces a spectrum of plasma

waves and the resulting wave-particle interactions increase

the effective collision frequency. The ion acoustic waves

are driven unstable if the electron drift velocity re-

sulting from the induced poloidal skin current (Vd = j/nee)

is greater than the local ion sound speed. When this occurs,
0

0          the enhanced electrical resistivity can be explained in

14,59
terms of the drift instability of ion acoustic waves

through an enhanced effective collision· frequency, veff:

me |. w 47[n m 4'irn me e  2
v eff = wce<m-I) ' (292) (2 e e)11 lril  2 c] (VI.2)

L C     B            BTT

0 11                                                                    1
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1   38* ,
where E = -   -- is the magnetic field gradient and w

BT   r                                       ce
is the electron cyclotron frequency. (Note that the elec-

trical resistivity, n, is related to the collision fre-

quency, v, by n = 4Aveff/wpe2.)  During the heating phase

"               of Torus II  (25 GW anti-parallel heating power), veff
2 5 x 109 sec This is to be compared with the Spitzer-1

25
90° electron-ion collision frequency

6     -3/2v . = 3.1 x 10 Zn.T lnAei l e

Cni is in cm-3, Te in eV and Coulomb logarithm lnA 2 10)

of 2 4 x 107sec-1.  Thus, the electrical resistivity during

the heating phase is 2 100 times Spitzer value and in

agreement with the value obtained from the magnetic field

probe measurements discussed in Section 2 of Chapter 2.

This enhancement in electrical resistivity is in agreement

61with 'data obtained in similar   (wpe/w       % 10) experiments.ce
2The resulting enhancement in ohmic dissipation (nj ) mainly

heats the plasma electrons.

Ions are heated when ion-sound oscillations are scat-

tered by the ions, which thereby obtain a fraction of the

15,58wave energy.  An esti0ate of this heating rate gives
1'

dT.1   0 .--1 2- 0 1U ;T w· (VI.3)
dt e pi

/

2 50 eV/Usec for 25 GW anti-parallel heating power opera-

tion of Torus II, so that one expects---on theoretical

(magnetic field effects are neglected because w ./w .%10)
Pl Cl

@Ij ,
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grounds---a time constant for wave energy transfer to the

ions on the order of a few microseconds in our apparatus.

The turbulence is observed to last for % 2 Wsec.
0

The He II 4686 A line profile at this time may indicate               :

the existence of a hotter ion component. This has pre-

6viously been experimentally observed  and is believed to

be partly responsible for the stabilization of ion sound
-                                                      7turbulence.

A simplified local energy accounting can be performed

at the skin of the plasma during the heating phase assuming

a characteristic heating time T 2 1 psec and a gradient                ,

scale length on the order of the skin depth 2 1 cm.  The

local ohmic dissipation at the.skin 012T  with electrical              1

resistivity  n %2 x 1 0 2 ohm-cm % 100 times Spitzer value             ;

and current density j %5 x 103 A/cm2) is 0.5 Joules/cm3.

The energy used in changing the magnetic field structure

by % 5 kG during heating is % 0.1 J/cm3.  An average plas-             1

ma volume acquires an energy (taking nekTe + n.kT. with                 I1   1

n  = 2n. 2 10 cm and T  = 2T. 2 100 eV) of % 0.05 J/cm .
15 -3                                    3

e 1 e 1

Since, from the discussion in the appendix, the Z-pinch

plasma contains excited neutral helium atoms, a comparable              '

amount of energy   (2  0.1 J/cm3) deposited  at ·the  skin  of  the
a

plasma is used to ionize completely the helium atom (ioni-

zation potential = 54.4 eV/particle). It is not unlikely

that the induced turbulence transfers the heat to the core

of the plasma. (Note from Fig. 6b that the plasma center               :

does not reach its maximum temperature until 5 psec after
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the heating pulse is applied.)

Torus II has an alternate mode of operation, in

which the fast toroidal magnetic field change is applied

parallel rather than anti-parallel to the initial toroidal

·I          bias field. In this mode, the magnetic field probes detect

significantly lpss poloidal skin current than in the field
0

reversal mode of operation. The He II 4686 A line shows               '

no evidence of turbulence developing (i.e., Doppler broad-

ening appears to dominate) and the He II-determined ion

temperature, at 25 GW parallel heating power, reaches a
0                                                                              ;maximum of 2 50 eV compared to % 200 eV for 25 GW anti-

parallel operation, and equal to that obtained for 12 GW

anti-parallel operation. This points to the advantages                I

of anti-parallel operation in terms of heating efficiency.

For the case of 25 GW parallel heating power opera-

tion, no turbulence is observed to develop, and the ion

heating rate due to turbulence is zero. Thus, the elec-

trons are heated by classical ohmic dissipation of the                 i

toroidal plasma current and the small induced skin current.

The ions are heated by electron-ion collisions over a

time period corresponding to the classical Spitzer ion-

electron energy equilibration time.

In the case of 12 GW anti-parallel heating power

operation, the induced turbulence is approximately a fac-

tor of three less in amplitude than at 25 GW anti-parallel               

heating power operation.  Thus, from the ion heating rate

equation VI.3, the ion heating from turbulence is signifi-
.

1 10
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 1

cantly reduced (by a factor of 5-10 compared to. that of

25 GW anti-parallel).  As a result, the ions are heated

mainly as a result of collisional ion-electron equilibra-

tion.

In conclusion, we have found that turbulent heating

in the Torus II experiment results in a hot high beta

tokamak. The enhancement of electrical resistivity is

     manifest in the current and magnetic field measurements,

the achievement of elevated temperature, and there is                  E

spectroscopic evidence for strong fluctuating microfields.

We, therefore, believe that those experiments point out

a potentially important application of turbulent heating:

the rapid formation of hot high beta compact toroidal

plasmas.

The plasma beta, B= (nekTe + nikTi ) / (82/8  ), can be              E

calculated assuming Te=Ti and using. the Ti profile of

figure IV. 5a. The density profile is taken to have peak

]5   -3
ni=10 cm at the plasma center (maximum Ti location),

14 -3and n.=5 x 10 cm at the plasma edge (8 2 cm from the
1

plasma center. The magnetic field has a magnitude of

6 kG for 25 GW anti-parallel heating power and 4 kG for

     12 GW anti-parallel heating power.

At.t=5 Wsec for 25 GW anti-parallel heating power,

the peak B 8 55% results from peak Te=Ti=150 eV and                      

15   -3n =2n.=2 x 10 cm     Assuming uniformity in the toroidale 1

and vertical directions,the volume average <B>v 2 20%.
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At t=15Wsec for 25 GW anti-parallel heating power,

the peak B 2 25% corresponding to Te=Ti= 75.eV maximum.

Again, assuming uniformity in the toroidal and vertical

              directions, <B>v2 10%.  For comparison, when t>lOusec

for ]2 GW anti-parallel heating power operation of Torus II,

<B>V 2 5%.

A             Furthermore, it should be noted that the calculation

of <B>v is very dependent on the density radial profile.

In the above calculations, it was assumed that the density

radial dependence is similar to that of the ion temperature

as derived from line broadening. It should be noted that

a more constant density profile will result in a higher

<B>
V.  For example, if the density is constant within the

entire plasma, i.e., ne(r)=2ni(r)= 2 x 10 cm  , <B>v has
15 -3

values twice higher than those given above.

0

.

-
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VI.2  Radiation Cooling of Torus II Plasma

After the heating phase  .the  ions, and probably  also

the electrons (since the electron temperature diagnostics

discussed in Chapter V indicate' that Te 2 Ti), go through

a cooling phase between t 2 5 usec and t 2 1 0 psec (see

Fig. IV. 5b).  The ion temperature loss rate is  2 10 ev/psec.

8          The impurity ionization rate measurements described

in Section 2 of Chapter V indicate that silicon and oxygen

are present in the plasma with concentrations of.2 1% and              I

2%, respectively. Since the radiated power in the form

53
of lines from silicon and oxygen is approximately equal,

consider the line radiation power loss from a plasma with
13   -3

2 3% (i.e., 1.5 x 10 cm  ) concentration of oxygen.

Furthermore, the time-dependent corona model (Eq. V.1) in-

dicates that, at T  2 100 eV, nearly all of the oxygen pre-e
sent in the plasma would be three times ionized. (Note

that the ionization state is not important since, within the

error of the ion and electron temperature measurements,

the power radiated in the form 6f lines of 0 II, 0 III,                i

53
0 IV or 0 V is equal for all of these ionization states.  )

The power radiated from a given ionization stage is
0

the summation of the power radiated from each line origi-

nating from the given ionization stage multiplied by the

probability   (a  e- (Eu-E£ ) /kTe
where  Eu  and E are the upper             1                                   1

and lower level energies of the transition) of each line               i

occurring. The power in each line is related to the oscilla-

6
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tor strength of the line multiplied by the number of oxy-
28

gen ions. After doing the necessary calculations, the

27,62,69power radiated by 0 IV causes a plasma electron to lose

0              dTe/dt * 6.3 x 10-12 (Te)-2 n e-19/Te eV/psec (VI.4)

where T  is in eV and the oxygen impurity number density
e

is  in cm-3.  For Torus II cohditions at 5 l t<1 0 psec,

T  2 100 eV and n  2 1.5 x 10 cm resulting in an elec-
13 -3

e                  0

tron   temperature, and presum ably  an ion temperature,   drop

of 28 eV/usec.  This is to be compared to 2 10 eV/usec

measured ion temperature drop.

Furthermore, the radiation temperature profile relaxes

r.from a peaked to a flat profile within 'u 10 usec. A pos-

sible reason for this profile change is heat conduction

from the hotter plasma center  to the cooler plasma' edges.

When the energy reaches the edge, it is radiated away at

a faster rate by the impurities at the edges. (Note the
dTe 0Te dependence of Eq. VI.4: i.e., if Te % 50 eV - 4 10' dT

eV/psec.)

Thus, it is possible for the plasma center to lose

     4 10 eV/psec because of impurity radiation.  A more accurate           I

and detailed energy accounting would require radial profiles

of electron temperature, electron density and a more accu-

rate determination of the impurity concentration than the              ,

one determined by impurity ionization rates in the visible

region of the spectrum. This information is not available
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at present, and an accurate energy accounting during the

high beta tokamak phase of Torus II will not be attempted

here.

4

-.

0
-

-0

. f

b   .,
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VI.3  Summary of Results and Concluding Remarks

The Z-pinch phase is observed to consist of an ex-

cited neutral helium gas with Ti  5 eV  and a degree of

0           ionization 2 10-20%.

The heating phase, at 25 GW anti-parallel heating

power, is characterized by low frequency  (w 4 w. ) , large
P1

0          amplitude (2 < 30 kV/cm) plasma wave turbulence, possibly

of ion-acoustic origin, and associated with the skin cur-

rent region of the plasma. An enhancement of the electri-

cal resistivity by 2 100 times the classical Spitzer value

is observed.  The turbulence levels 2 1000 times thermal

result in an ion heating % 50 eV/usec.  However, a com-

parable amount of energy is taken up by the complete ioni-

zation of helium. Perhaps, the heating efficiency associ-

ated with the turbulent heating in Torus II would increase,

by as much as a factor of 2, if the Z-pinch phase was

better ionized.

At 12 GW anti-parallel and 25 GW parallel heating

power, the turbulence level is spectroscopically observed

to be significantly lower than that at 25 GW anti-parallel

heating power. According to theory, this results in the

neglegible heating of ions by turbulence and the ions are

believed to be heated by electron-ion collisions.

With 25 GW anti-parallel heating power, the ion tem-

perature peaks during the high beta tokamak phase at a

central plasma ion T. 2 150-200 eV.  The initially peaked1
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radial ion temperature profile relaxes to a relatively con-

stant radial profile with Ti 2 75 eV after % 10 usec.  This            !

cooling can be caused by a 2 1% silicon and 2 2% oxygen

impurity concentration. However, more definitive statements           i

on plasma energy loss must await a more detailed diagnosis

of the Torus II plasma.

For comparison, at 12 GW anti-parallel and 25 GW                :4 1
p      parallel heating powers, Ti * 50-75 eV maximum, relaxing

to T. 2 20.eV after 2 10 usec.  This indicates the increased1

efficiency of anti-parallel heating operation, perhaps due

to the larger indiced skin plasma current resulting in

higher turbulence levels.

During the experiment, at times t < 15 usec, impurity
'

ions coming from the vacuum chamber walls are observed

to have a macroscopic rotational velocity, possibly due to

a charge and mass independent Er x BT  drift.  Consequently,           1
l

the temperature measured from impurity lines profiles was

observed to be higher (by an amount approximately equal to

the energy the impurities would gain traveling into the

plasma from the radial electric field Er) than the tempera-
O '

ture measured from He II 4686 A line profiles. This pos-

sibly means that, depending on the plasma creation pro-

cesses, impurity or "doping" ion line profiles cannot be

used to determine a plasma temperature less than several

hundred electron volts.

From the above 8bservations, one cay say that the

Torus II plasma is acceptable for high beta stability

(.

'.

V
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studies. However, I believe it can be improved by:

(1) Increasing the degree of ionization of the Z-pinch

so that more of the heating power is used for heating

and not ionizing the plasma. Increasing the Z-pinch

0              ionization would also reduce charge exchange losses                  

between the neutral and ionized plasma components.

At present, the ringing of a small capacitor bank for

pre-ionization forms the plasma which, because of no

balancing external vertical field, eventually contacts

the outer wall. Because of macroscopic plasma motion
I

considerations at later times, the Z-pinch is initiated

at a time when the pre-ionized plasma has contacted the             '

outer vacuum vessel wall. Thus, in effect, the pre-

ionization is essentially zero when the Z-pinch begins

and the pre-ionization energy is essentially wasted.

Providing  an appropriate external vertical magnetic

field to prevent the pre-ionized plasma from contacting

the wall would increase the degree of ionization at

the beginning of the Z-pinch phase, resulting in fur-

ther increasing ionization during the Z-pinch.

(2) Reducing the impurity concentration. It is not un-

likely that allowing the pre-ionized plasma to contact

the vacuum vessel wall introduces a significant portion             i

of the plasma impurity content. Thus, the impurity

concentration Would also be reduced if the pre-ionization

phase has an appropriate external vertical field. Re-

ducing the impurity ·concentration results in higher
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plasma temperature (lower line radiation losses are
.

seen from Eq. VI.4), higher stages of ionization for                i
4

t

the remaining impurities and perhaps an order of mag-               i

53,55
nitude lower impurity line radiation losses.

(3)    Increasing the plasma current decay time. Since                 '

-3/2the plasma electrical resistivity decreases as Te

a decrease in impurity content would result in the plas-            1
1

ma temperature being maintained for a longer time,

hence an increased L/R decay time for the plasma cur-

rent.
1

.

These three suggestions address the desire for higher beta              

maintained for a longer time. Higher beta would result

from the improved energy content of the plasma resulting+                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          :

from lower impurity concentrations. The plasma beta decay

time, necessarily related to the temperature decay time,

would increase since the dominant impurity line radiation

losses are decreased. Furthermore, the energy loss time

constant would increase because of the ohmic dissipation

occurring over a longer time scale. Thus, a high beta

plasma would be maintained for more instability growth

times, allowing for longer stability studies.
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I           VI.4  Suggestions for Further Spectroscopic Research. of

Torus II

0

Observation of He II 3202 A would provide an impor-
0

tant check on the results inferred from He II 4686 A. In
0

addition, simultaneous measurements of He II 3202 A and
0

He II 4686 A during the heating phase of Torus II could
0

possibly allow for the determination of both. plasma wave

electric field amplitudes and plasma ion temperature.
0

Measurement of He II 3202 A would require quartz window

access to Torus II, a quartz prism and quartz lens for

introducing light into the spectrograph (see Fig. II.6).

A polychrometer arrangement is, unfortunately, difficult

to construct because of the difficulty associated with

the manufacture of % 50 micron x 18 mm line to spot quartz

fiber optics guides and shot-to-shot line profiles would

be required. Quartz access would extend impurity measure-

ments to higher ionization stages with wavelengths between
0 0

2000 A and 4000 A.

A method of directly obtaining the turbulence level

associated with the heating phase of Torus II is by ob-

0     serving the intensity of plasma frequency radiation which in

Torus II is in the sub-millimeter region. (A 2 300 microns).

However, the advantage over line profile measurements is
t-

that the uncertainty (and disagreement among researchers

in plasma physics) in interpreting the line profile would

be eliminated. In addition, a plasma frequency measurement

{
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would provide a check on the turbulence levels inferred
0

from He II 4686 A.                                                       1

It may prove interesting to see whether the difference            

in the He II and impurity ion temperatures necessarily

means a "doping" ion temperature would not be equal to                  

the plasma ion temperature. For. this measurement, Torus II

could be operated with a mixture of helium and 2 2-5%

"doping" element, perhaps neon. Ion line profile measure-

ments of both helium and "doping" ions could then be taken             i

using either the present visible spectroscopy apparatus

or one modified with quartz optics and shot-to-shot scan-

ning.

A
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APPENDIX

LINE PROFILES OF NEUTRAL HELIUM

4*                 Measurements were performed on neutral helium line

radiation at R = R  for 12 GW and 25 GW anti-parallel
0

heating power. Primary attention was paid to He I 5876 A

(actually a double state 5875.62 A and 5875.97 A) which

appeared to be the brightest of the natural helium lines.

Fig. A. 1 shows schematically the time dependence of the
0

total line intensity of He I 5876 A and He II 4686 A as a

function of time.  The Z-pinch (-6 S t < 0 usec) is

characterized by the appearance of excited neutral helium

and by the lack of a measureable level of ionized helium

ions, perhaps indicating a rather low degree of ionization

for the Z-pinch at its edges. The application of the

heating pulse is accompanied by the rapid extinction of

neutral helium lines and the rapid increase in the He II
n

11 intensity. Note that He II never decreases to zero inten-
1.U

sity during the high beta tokamak phase whereas neutral

helium, for all practical purposes, is at zero intensity

until t % 30 usec when recombination He+ + H  begins to

occur. The intensity of He II for 2<t<1 0 psec de-

creases with increasing heating power.
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Figure Al Schematic representation of He I 5876 9 and He II 4686 % total line intensities as a function         of time. (Relative intensity of lines.can be taken correctly from graph.).  He II intensity
during 2<t<!Ops decreases  with increasing heating power.  Near burn-out of He Il is achieved

during thi·s time·period with 50 GW anti-parallel heating power.                                         i
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0 ;

Due to the prominence of He I 5876 A, and because of

the lack of other neutral or ionized helium lines, this

line was used to characterize the Z-pinch.  Fig. A.2a shows
0

a "one-shot" profile of He I 5876 A just prior to the ap-

plication of the heating pulse (t = 0). This profile                   1

appears asymmetric about AA = 0 (AO = 5875.62 A) because              
0

of the appearance of the less intense He I 5875.97 A line

on the red wing (extended to larger wavelength by the
0

Holtzmark density Stark effect) of He I 5875.62 A. If

0

He I 5875.62 A is assumed to be gaussian and symmetric,

then the lower wavelength (blue side) points can be used

as a measure of the ion temperature during the Z-pinch.

This temperature is 2 5 eV since Doppler broadening im-

2 ° 28.44
plies T(eV) 2 18 [814 (A)].

' In actuality, the line                i

profile is also affected by the density Stark effect and,

strictly,T<5 eV.
0 i

Under the assumption of a symmetric He I 5875.62 A,

the red side·.of the central line component can be taken

to be similar to the blue side. Thus, subtracting a Dop-

pler broadened  central component with T 2 5 e V from the               '

entire line profile results in the appearance of the red

0   wing of the line. This red-shifted component of He I
0

5875.62 A i s shown in Fig. A.2b at t=0 Usec and R= R .

Note  that  %  30'6  of the.line i.ntensity  is  in the red-shifted                         :
0

component. (In this figure, the existence of He I 5875.97 A
0

becomes apparent.  Note that He I 5875.97 A also has an

extended red wing characteristic of the density Stark ef-               1

-          .1
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Figure A2   (a) He I 5875.62 9 line profile, t=Ous, R=R   (end of Z-Pinch,
and begining of heating).

(b) Red wing (AX>0   portion) of profile in figure A2 (a).

Dashed portion may not really exist and may be
due to the mathematical convolution methods used.
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fect.) Noting that the density Stark effect causes a
28,44shift and broadening, and using the fact that the                 '

half-width of a density Stark broadened profile is given
44

by
.1

0                    2/3
814(A) = 2.5 x 10-9 a  ne   (cm-3)

:

r                  28
where a  2 .06 results in an edge electron density                    i

4
14   -3n  %2 x.1 0 cm for the Z-pinch. (Because of the com-e

0 1

plications presented by He I 5875.97 A, the half-width of
0

the red-shifted component of He I 5875.62 A was determined             :

only from the lower wavelength side of Fig. A.2b.) This

small degree of ionization (% 10-20%) is consistent with
35

preliminary CO2 laser interferometry data.
0

Neutral He I 5876 A line profiles during the heating

phase are shown in Fig. A.3 at R = R  for 12 GW and 25 GW

           «anti-parallel heating power (AX = 0 corresponds to.X  =
0                 1

5875.62 A).  From the higher wavelength side of He I 5875.97 A,

a temperature of 2 15 eV can be estimated.  However, the

uncertainty  in this estimate is large   ('\, 100%) because                                       I

of the appearance of both He I 5875.62 A and 5875.97 A

and the possibility of a macroscopic velocity Doppler
i 0                                                                                            '

shift on the higher wavelength side of He I 5875.62 A.

The neutral line profiles are sufficiently similar at                  1

12 GW and 25 GW anti-parallel heating power to argue that              I

the helium plasma has similar parameters, independent of

heating power. It can also be argued that neutral helium
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Figure A3   He I 5876 9 line profiles during heating, t=o.6vs, R=RQ;
(a) 12 GW anti-parallel heating power and
(b) 25 GW anti-parallel heating power.
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is not representative of the plasma for times t > 0:. i.e.,

after the Z-pinch phase.

A likely reason for the existence of a "hot" neutral

helium at the plasma temperature is charge exchange with               i

/. a singly ionized helium ion.at the plasma temperatur.e:

i.e., He  + He  + He  + He+. (The existence of a "hot"

+                                                      ++
He is also by virtue of charge exchange with a hot He  :

-.                               +        ++        +        ++
i.e. ,   He     +  He,_     +  Hell  +  He . ) During the heating phase,

C                 It                                        C

He I is seen to decrease in intensity (thus, the number

of neutral helium decreases). Thus, the collision fre-

-           quency between He  and He  decreases.  (Conversely,

He II increases in intensity during the heating phase,
+ ++

and the collision frequency between He  and He   increases.)
.

Alternatively, the charge exchange mean free path (2 1/nQ

where Q is the charge exchange cross-section and n is the
0 +

number density of bAckground particles; for He , He
b                                                                                                                                                                        j

+             ++
charge exchange, n is the density of He ; for He , He

++
charge exchange, n is the ion plasma density of He  )·can               :

0+
be considered. Since the cross-sections:for He and He

.

+       ++
charge exchange and He and He charge exchange are

6                                                                            ·approximately equal,  the charge exchange mean free path
+ ++

8     for He  and.He  is larger than that for He  and He   by

++
a factor 2 n(He )/n(He ) >> 1.  Thus, the plasma in

Torus II after the Z-pinch phase is closer to that de-
O 1

scribed by He II 4686 A than to that described by He I
0

5876 A.
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